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Changes Needed In The
Administration Of The Overseas
Food Donation Program

The overseas food donation prograin is no!
completely meeting its objective of nistribut-
ing food to improve the lives of the poorest
people in the poorest countries. In addition,
program planning should be expanded to con-
tribute to development in these countries.

The program's split administration by AID,
Agriculture, and OMB needs to be centralized.
The Congress should enact legislation to
achieve this and should establish full author-
ity and responsibility for Title II of the Agri-
cultural Trade Development and Assistance
Act of 1954 in AID and its new umbrella
agency--the International Development Co-
operation Agener. Further, the Congress
should consider transferring the new title ill
food-for-development program to these agen-
cies.
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To The President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House ot Representatives

This report assesses how well the U.S. food donation
program abroad is achieving congressional objectives of
assisting needier countries and people and contr-ibuting tothe development process. It addresses specific recommenda-
tions to the Administrator of the Agency for International
Development. More fundamentally, however, our report
recommends that the Congress centralize full authority
and responsibility for the program in the Agency and its
new umbrella organization, the International Development
Cooperation Agency. We believe this would strengthen theAgencies' ability to administer the program and would improve
accountability to the Congress. The report further suggests
that the new title III food-for-development program also beconsidered for similar transfer to the Agencies.

Copies of this report are being sent to the Director,
Office of Management and Budget; the Secretaries of Stateand Agriculture; and to the Director, International Develop-
ment Cooperation Agency; and the Administrator, Agency forInternational Development.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S CHANGES NEEDED IN THE ADMIN-
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS ISTRATION OF THE OVERSEAS

FOOD DONATION PROGRAM

DIGEST

The "New Directions" foreign assistance
legislation of 1'713 mandates that U.S.
aid be used for , ograms aimed directly at
improving the lives of the poorest people
in the poorest countries. The overseas
food donation program is not yet doing this
effectively. It is restricted by short-
comings in the voluntary-agency and host-
country storage, transport and distribution
networks. To a lesser extent, it also tends
to be driven by availability of commodities.

For example, GAO surveyed six countries and
found that the program, enacted under title II
of :he Agricultural Trade Developmenr and
Assistance Act of 1954, is not being planned
as an integral part of our development assist-
ance effort and that not enough of the food
is being distributed to the highest priority
groups. It should be channeled away from
more advanced countries and used to expand
the program in pcgrer c'juntries. (See ch. 3.)
To remedy the above situation, the Agency for
International Development (AID) needs to sub-
stantially improve the planning, programing
and administration of the program. (See ch. 3.)

More fundamentally, however, GAO has concluded
that, to better achieve title II's humanitarian
and developmental objectives, the authority and
responsibility for the program and its appro-
priations should be centralized in one agency--
AID, our foreign development agency, and its
new umbrella Organization, the International
Development and Cooperation Agency (IDCA). In
the existing management arrangements, several
agencies--AID, United States Department of Agri-
culture (USDA) as well as the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget (OMB)--share most operational
decisionmaking authority, and USDA controls
the appropriations and the commodities, and
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is responsible for reporting to the Congress.
This archea, system fragments AID's authority
to conduct the program and clouds accountabil-
ity for the use of the title II monies and
the accomplishment of the New Directions
mandates. (See ch. 2.)

The recently enacted title III food-for-
development program--where repayments under
title I concessional purchases of U.S. agri-cultural commodities may be partially for-
given if a country agrees to make available
equivalent amounts of currency for agreed-
upon development projects--is also primarily
developmental in nature. It should also be
considered for transfer to IDCA/AID. (See
ch. 2.)

The executive branch agencies do not agree
with GAO's proposals to transfer program
responsibility to IDCA/AID. They see little
to be gained by transferring authority and
responsibility for these programs, and they
argue that the current interagency system
is working well and protects the interests
of each agency. They further stated thaL
title III is too new at this time and too
interrelated with the title I concessional
sales program to consider separating them.

The admiiListration's own studies have con-cluded that the interagency system fragments
authority and clouds accountability for thetitle II program, and those studies fuLther
criticized the system as unnecessarily com-
plex, time-consuming, and cumbersome. Toachieve the best results, the title II pro-
gram should be planned, programt -, and imple-
mented by IDCA/AID as an integral part of our
foreign assistance program. Therefore, the
Congress should enact legislation that willcentralize authority and responsibility for
title II in IDCA/AID. (See p. 20.)

GAO has not yet reviewed the title III pro-
gram in depth, and is not prepared to for-
mally recommend its transfer. It is clear,
however, that to maximize title III's devel-
opment contribution, it should also be
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planned, programed and implemented as an
integral part of the foreign assistance
program. GAO, therefore, believes that the
Congress should consider making IDCA/AID
responsible for title III as well. (See p. 20.)

Whether or not program responsibility is
transferred, the Administrator of AID should

--require that title II be planned and pro-
gramed as an integral part of each country
assistance program,

-- establish a long-range planning and pro-
graming system to direct more food aid
away from more advanced countries and
expand the program in poorer countries,

--develop better means of identifying where
and who the neediest people are in edch
country and focus our food on then, and

-- work with the voluntary agencies and
host governments to build up the Necessary
country-level infrastructures that will i'
required to support expanded food aid pro-
grams in the poorer countries.

AID generally agreed with the thrust of
these recommendations.
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CHAPTER 1

BACKGROUND

The principal vehicle for U.S. food assistance is the
Agricultural Trade Developmer't and Assistance Act of 1954,
as cmended, commonly known as Public Law 480 and often
referred to as the Food for Peace Program. Public Law 480
was initially intended as a temporary measure to help other
nations with their foreign exchange Shortages and to allow
the disposa. of U.S. agricultural nucpluses. Over the years,
though, the Congress h4 s periodically extended and amended
the act, and today several distinct programs with differing
objectives are conducted under Public Law 430.

The major subject of this report is the donation prom
gram conducted under title It of the act. Basically, title
II authorizes the donation of U.S. food commodities to vol-
untary relief agencies, international organizations, and
friendly governments for free distribution abroad. The
legislative objectives in lude (1) reaching the poorest
people in the poorer countries, especially children, and
(2) contributing to the overall development process in
the poorer countries. The legislation also provides that
food may be made available

-- to meet famine or other urgent or extraordinary
relief requirements;

-- to combat malnutrition, cspecially in children;

-- to promote economic and community development in
friendly developing areas; and

-- to feed needy persons and those in nonprofit
school lunch and preschool feeding programs.

Today, three main types of planned feeding programs
are conducted under title II, and three main categories
of recipients are being reached. These also represent
the ordering of priorities established by the executive
brand for the use of title II food. TfS- are, in
descending priority, programs aimed at

-- improving the nutrition and health of infant3
and preschool children, and women of childbear-
ing age;

-- promoting economic and community development
through food-for-work activities; and
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-- feeding primary school children.

Sone title II food is also reserved for emergency and dis-aster relief contributions.

Although the title II program is the main concern ofthis report, Public Law 480 also has two other importanttitles. Title I of the act authorizes sales of both foodand nonfood U.S. agricultural commodities to developingnations on concessional terms. It is the most significantprogram in dollar terms, and since 1954, billions of dollarsof U.S. farm conimodities have been made available to devel-oping nations at low interest rates, with long repayment
terms. Title III, the recently enacted Food for Develop-ment Program, permits the use of funds generated from localsales of title I commodities for mutually agreed upon devel-opment purposes. Although several such agreements havebeen signed, this program is still in its early stage

WHO ADMINISTERS TITLE II?

The Agency for International Development (AID) and theU.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) manage most day-to-day operations of the ti:le II program, and an interagencystaff committee framework composed of staff members fromthe agencies involved serves as the principal forum forprogram planning dnd overall policy. With AID and USDA,this committee includes representatives from the Depart-ments of State, Cjmrn.erce, the Treasury, and the Office ofManagement and Budget (OMB). Chapter 2 assesses the admin-istration of the program.

The basic planning and implementation of individual pro-gram activities in the developing countries is the responsi-
bility of program sponsors. These consist of (1) nonprofitvoluntary agencies, (2) friendly governments operating underbilateral ?greements with the United States and (3) theUnited Na:ions World Food Program (WFP).

The legislation requires that at least 75 percent oftitle II food be distributed through WFP and nonprofit volun-tary agencies (hereafter referred to as volags). The princi-pal volags administering title II programs include theCooperative for American Relief Everywhere (CARE), CatholicRelief Services (CRS), Church World Services (CWS), LutheranWorld Relief, and Seventh Day Adventist Welfare Service.
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STATISTICAL TRENDS

Although the monetary value of title II comliodities
remained fairly constant between fiscal years 1969 and 1976,
averaging $300 million per year, the volume of commodities
and the number of recipients have declined substantially
since 1973 as prices for foodstuffs have continued to rise.
(3ee graphs.) To counter this trend, the Congress estab-
lished a minimum tonnage requirement for title II in 1975,
and the volume of title II donations has subsequentlyincreased. The number of maternal and child health ZMCH)
recipients has increased while the number of recipients
in all other categories continued to decrease.

The authorization for appropriations was increased from
a $600 million to-$750 million maximum per year, beginning infiscal year 1973. Title II is financed through the revolv-
ing fund of the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) and the---aimount ' r IidedinLeach annuil appropriation for title II
are not fully controlling. The law permits the Government
to enter into agreements involving expenditures which must
be financed from substquent apprcoriations. Appropriations
greater than actual ieeds are used to reduce future appro-
priation requests.

The Congress appropriated $646 million for title II
for fiscal year 1978.! The estimated expenses of shipments,
including commodity costs and ocean transportation, was
about $540 million in addition to another $2 million for
the purchase of foreign currencies for use in self-help
activities. Total estimated program costs for fiscal
year 1979 are $573 million.

SCOPE OF REVIEW

The primary objective of our review was to assess the
extent that the title II program is reaching the poorest
people in the poorer countries and contributing to the
overall development process.

Other objectives of our review were to assess the
management and administration of the title II programboth at the country and Washington levels--including the
roles and responsibilities of the major parties involved:
program planning and review processes; resource allocati -is
and their adequacy; and the effectiveness and efficiency of
program management processes, including monitoring, report-
ing and accountability. Our review did not assess theeffectiveness or efficiency of the USDA domestic procure-
ment and ocean shipping functions.

0 ~~~3
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Audit work in Washington was performed during the periodSeptember 1977 to February 1978, primarily at AID, USDA, andState. Discussions were also held with the headquarters
organizations of the three private American volags who carry
out most of the programs overseas.

Fieldwork was also conducted beginning in six countries
in September 1977 and ending in January 1978: Ghana (West
Africa); Tanzania (East Africa); India (South Asia--the world'slargest title II program); Sri Lanka (South Asia); and theDominican Republic and Peru (Latin America). The country workfocused primarily on the storage, transport, and distribution
of title II food to intended recipients, and included exten-sive reviews and inspections of port and inland storage con-ditions, and especially the effectiveness of the distribution
systems in meeting the food needs of each country and thoseof individual recipients.

FOOD AID IS OFTEN POORLY TARGETED. STUDENTS OF THIS PRIVATESCHOOL IN GHANA RECEIVED U.S. FOOD, WHILE THOSE AT A SIMILARSCHOOL 150 YARDS AWAY DID NOT. IN GAO'S VIEW, NEITHER GROUPOUA'.IFIED AS A HIGH PRIORITY FOR TITLE II FOOD.
DETAILS PP. 23-26.



CHAPTER 2

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DEVELOPMENT AND HUMANITARIAN

ASPECTS OF PUBLIC LAW 480 SHOULD BE REFOCUSED

The management structure of the overseas food donationprogram is neither consistent with title II's current humani-tarian and developmental objectives nor conducive to effec-
tive management or proper accountability and control. Thiscondition exists largely because authority and responsibility
for the program is fragmented among several agencies. Thefoundation of the present organizational structure was createdbefore the humanitarian and developmental aspects of title IIwere mandated. Although the mandate has shifted to emphasizethese humanitarian and developmental aspects, the organiza-tional structure of the program has not. The program couldbe administered more effectively if authority and responsi-bility were centralized under AID and its news umbrellaorganization--the International Development and Cooperation
Agency (IDCA).

Although an examination of title III was not within thescope of this review because of its humanitarian and devel-opmental aspects, we believe equal consideration should begiven to centralizing its administration under IDCA/AID.

LEGISLATION HAS EVOLVED A NEW HUMANITARIAN
AND DEVELOPMENTAL MANDATE

The current humanitarian and developmental aspects ofPublic Law 480 are a result of years of legislative action.During the 1960s and 1970s, the Congress decisively shiftedthe direction of Public Law 480 from its emphasis on dis-posal of surplus agricultural cor-modities to a humanitarianand developmental concern.

The Congress began this process in 1960 by amendingtitle II, which was originally limited to famine andemergency relief programs. Under the amendment, title IIwas designed to promote development by allowing food aspayment for the poor and jobless in public works projects.Title II resources were also made available to WFP whichwas established in 1961 within the United Nations to providefood to needy countries and to promote economic development.

By 1967 agricultural commodities no longer had to besurplus before being eligible for sale or donation, and theCCC was authorized to pay fo, enrichment and fortification
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of the donated commodities. Today, enriched and fortified
foods form an important part of title II programs, especially
for the high priority MCH areas, and WFP receives a substantial
portion of title II food.

Perhaps the most significant changes in the Public
Law 480 mandate, however, have occurred as a result of the
foreign assistance legislation since 1973, when the Congress
enacted far-reaching reforms on the purposes and operations
of AID programs. The 1973 act, known as the New Directions
legislation, was particularly important because it directed
that U.S. bilateral assistance programs, including food
assistance, focus directly on improving the lives of the
poorest inhabitants of the poorest nations.

The International Development and Food Assistance Act
of 1975 strengthened further title II's humanitarian and
development objectives. The Congress mandated a general
policy in the 1975 act giving priority in meeting urgent
food needs abroad to those countries most seriously affected
by fotd shortages and to those countries unable to meet those
requirements through normal commercial purchases. To ensure
that this policy would be implemented, the Congress speci-
fied that a minimum of 1.3 million metric tons of U.S. food
be donated yearly to poor nations under title II, and that
at least 1 million tons of this minimum be distributed
through nonprofit volags and WFP.

The International Development and Food Assistance Act
of 1977 contint ~d this emphasis by (1) raising the minimum
annual distribution requirement to 1.7 million tons by
1982, (2) requiring that assistance be directed toward com-
munity and other self-help activities, (3) providing that
indigenous workers be employed to distribute our food to
"the most remote villages," and (4) requiring that priority
be given to malnourished children and people in the poorest
regions of the countries.

The 1977 Public Law 480 legislation added a Food for
Development Program in title III which considerably broadened
the ways for using revenues generated from title I sales. The
new legislation authorizes multiyear supply agreements with
poorer countries to support mutually agreed upon development
objectives. The Congress has mandated that a 5-percent mini-
mum of fiscal year 1978 title I sales be used to carry out
food-for-development programs. For fiscal year 1979, the
minimum is 10 percent; and for fiscal year 1980 and there-
after it is 15 percent.
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Thus, over the years the Public Law 480 title II programhas become a program which seeks to alleviate human need and
promote social and economic development in poor countries.
Now, title III adds even greater impetus to a basic human
needs concept by supporting longer term development in devel-
oping countries. These predominant humanitarian and develop-
mental objectives should determine how titles II and III
should be administered and what the major considerations and
policies should be in formulating and implementing these pro-
grams.

FRAGMENTED MANAGEMENT SHOULD
BE CENTRALIZED

Although the emphasis of the title II program has
shifted, the management structure has not been altered to
conform with this new emphasis. AID has primary respon-
sibility for administering title II, yet key authorities
and functions for the title II program are diffused and
fragmented among several other agencies. The result is
that no single agency has full authority for the program;
nor is any agency held fully responsible or accountable for
the results. This management structure is neither efficient
nor in line with the humanitarian and developmental goals
of the title II program today, and the situation looks the
same for the newly emerging title III program. The major
management functions for titles II and III should be cen-
tralized in IDCA/AID to remedy this situation.

Interagency administration

Since title II's inception in 1954, an interagency
staff committee and its title II subcommittee have been
making the key title II program decisions. Although
changes in the name and structure of the committee and
subcommittee have been made, their operating method has
not been significantly altered. The AID responsibility
for administering title II has been rendered less effective
by the decisionmaking role of the committee and title II
subcommittee.

The original overseer of Public Law 480 was the Inter-
agency Statf Committee on Agricultural Surplus Disposal,
chaired by USDA. Although the Committee name was later
changed to the Interagency Staff Committee on Public Law
480, the only organizational change for the next 7 years
was the delegation of primary responsibility for title II
matters to the State Department in 1961. The State Depart-
ment in turn delegated responsibility tor title II to the
newly formed AID.
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The latest organizational change came in May 1978 when
the committee and subcommittee were made a part of an expanded
Development Coordination Committee (DCC), chaired by AID and
charged with coordinating all U.S. development assistance.
A new organizational layer, a food aid subcommittee chaired
by USDA, was established under DCC to develop policy and coor-
dinate programs and budgets for all food assistance issues--
for development, humanitarian, foreign policy, and market
development purposes. A food working group, also chaired by
USDA and including State, AID, and OMB, was established under
the subcommittee and has essentially repldced the interagency
staff committee in reviewing and coordinating Public Law 480
programs. This working group approves the title II subcommit-
tee recommendations, resolves disputes between the agencies
as they arise, approves the overall program budget level for
submission to OMB and the Congress, and sets overall policy.

The title II subcommittee, chaired by AID and including
USDA and OMB, continues to perform development and review
functions for the title II programs and recommends approval
of individual country programs to the working group. In
reaching decisions, both the subcommittee aad tne food work-
ing group operate on a consensus basis. Each agency must
agree to proposed actions, and any agency may block or veto
actions under this system.

This organizational structure fragments AID's authority
and responsibility and has reduced program management effec-
tiveness on both the committee and subcommittee levels. Com-
mittee participants told us, for example, that the former
committee's major focus and interest during its weekly meet-
ings was on title I, that only a few minutes were allocated
for title II program decisions, and that the committee basic-
ally approved the recommendations of the title II subcom-
mittee without further deliberation. In fact, committee
representatives of several other departments--Defense,
Commerce, and the Treasury--told us that they have not had
significant interest in the title II program. One represen-
tative said that committee involvement in title II was not
warranted and was counterproductive to the planning and
programing process.

The role and processes of the title II subcommittee
presrnt similar problems. Each title II project and country
program is reviewed and again, must be approved by each of
the three major subcommittee members--AID, USDA, and OMB.
Moreover, because the specific areas of interest or respon-
sibilities of each individual agency on the committee have
not been defined, either OMB or USDA may raise questions or
objections at any time and can delay or block approval of
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a foreign assistance project that AID has planned and thatAID must administer. Indeed, although much subcommitteebusiness has been conducted by telephone, our review ofthose subcommittee meeting minutes that have existed showedthat USDA and OMB have asked several detailed questions onspecific programs that delayed and limited the AID decisior.-making authority and responsibility for title II. Thus, thesubcommittee is more a decisionmakin§ forum than a vehicle
for interagency coordination. In our view, this diffusionsof authority and responsibility is neither consistent withthe legislative goals of title II today, nor is it con-ducive to good program management.

Two recent executive branch studies have reached
similar conclusions. A 1977 task force report on the AIDorganizational structure judged that the interagency staffcommittee review structure was ineffective and should bereplaced by a mechanism allowing programing of Public Law480 activities to reside in AID where development expertiseexists. Another report on U.S. foreign food assistance
completed in 1978 by a task force chaired by USDA statedsome of the problems more precisely.

"* * * The procedures for decisionmakinghave become too complex and time consuming.
Further, the Interagency Staff Committee
approach diffuses agency responsibility and
hampers operational efficiency."

In short, we agree with the main point of both reports.The organizational structure controlling the title II pro-gram is unwieldly and unnecessary.

Program budget and justification

Titles II and III today are primarily foreign assistanceprograms, not USDA programs, and AID has responsibility forconducting these programs. Yet, USDA requests, justifies,and controls the appropriations for these programs although
USDA is not in the best position to determine how effectiveor efficient these programs are in terms of fulfilling theirdevelopmental and humanitarian objectives. As administratorof the programs, AID has the operational expertise, yet isnot required to fully justify the programs to the Congress.In fact, until the fiscal year 1979 budget cycle, AID andUSDA prepared separate budgets. AID had to negotiate withUSDA over the size of the appropriation USDA would requestfor the program AID must administer.
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In the normal range of USDA activities, humanitarian and
developmental considerations are secondary to export market
development. The existing organizational structure, wherein
USDA in effect controls the purse strings and calls the shots,
accords to AID overseas missions neither a mandate nor an
incentive to initiate, improve, or expand Public Law 480 food
development programs.

The fact that USDA controls both appropriations and
commodity availability also gives rise to some skepticism
within AID and among volags about whether title II really
is a foreign assistance program or still a surplus disposal
program. As a result, AID has tended to treat title II as
a separate program. This is illustrated by the relatively
little interest and progress AID has made in integrating
title II with its otiler programs.

OMB has also become much more involved with respect to
the title II program than would normally be the case. Appro-
priations for Public Law 480 are made to the USDA CCC wherein
revolving funds are used to finance the program, with reim-
bursement made from the next year's appropriation. Conse-
quentiy, net Public Law 480 budget costs and program levels
are generally not the same. Such flexibility, purposely built
into the program to allow quick disbursement of this type of
aid, allows the U.S. Government to respond promptly to unpro-
grammable emergency food assistance needs as well as provide
political and balance-of-payments support where warranted.
However, this system seriously diminishes financial account-
ability and responsibility for the title II program, and it
has resulted in a degree of involvement by OMB that OMB offi-
cials themselves acknowledge is rare in the foreign affairs
area.
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BULK STORAGE WAS A SERIOUS PROBLEM IN SEVERAL COUNTRIES. HOWEVER
THESE FACILITIES AT KUMASI, GHANA, WERE AMONG THE BEST SURVEYED BY
GAO, PROVIDING CLEAN, DRY, VENTILATED AND PALLETIZED STORAGE.
DETAILS ON PP. 41-52.
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Full responsibility and authority for title II and
the emerging title III program should be placed in the
agency responsible for achieving their developmental and
humanitarian objectives--IDCA/AID. This would enable AID
to better meet these objectives, and would require AID and
its bureaus and missions to be more concerned with how funds
are used and what humanitarian and developmental results are
achieved.

Commodity availability and procurement

In fulfilling its title II responsibilities over the
years, USDA has been able to exert a direct and strong
influence on the selection and procurement of title II com-
modities. USDA's interests and responsibilities in this
area are to dispose of surplus commodities and to keep
domestic prices stable, or at reasonable levels.

If USDA receives bids on a particular commodity that
it considers too high, it may reject the bids, or only pro-
cure part of the amount needed up to a certain price, and
can then cease purchasing. For example, during the infla-
tionary period in 1973-74 following the huge wheat sale to
Russia, USDA delayed and even suspended purchasing for the
title II program for a substantial period. This delegation
of responsibility is not in line with present title II
objectives.

Currently, milk and rice are surplus U.S. commodities
and USDA has urged AID to use these commodities for title
II. Although some program sponsors told us that they welcome
the reintroduction of milk to their programs, others told
us that this would involve substantial problems, including
taste acceptability, education on reconstituting milk, and
the possibility of diversion and sale of this valuable com-
modity to comrmrcial sources. Several volay representatives
said that they plan to resist reintroduction of milk, but
they also felt it was a losing battle and that a changing
domestic surplus picture would force them to ultimately
accept this commodity.

Although domestic considerations might have been more
important in the program's early years when surplus disposal
was the driving force, today title II procurements, for exam-
ple, are small both in physical and dollar volume. In total
they constitute lass than 2 percent of annual American commer-
cial agricultural exports. Therefore, allowing AID to make
the basic decisions for commodity selection and procurement--
with USDA advice, counsel, and procurement facilities--should
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not have any substantive effect on domestic prices or
availabilities. Moreover, the legislated minimum annual
shipping requirements seem to call for greater flexibility
for IDCA/AID if they are to provide the specific commodities
needed for the program and meet the legislated mirimum
as well.

Increased flexibility would better enable IDCA/AID to
plan for the future and further regularize the commodity
supply picture for the program. Changer in types and quan-tities of commodities not only make it cifficult to plan
and implement country programs, but can also cause a credi-
bility problem in volag relations with host countries
when governments must be told that a particular commodity
will no longer be available or find themselves promoting
another commodity because it is now surplLt in the UnitedStates. In any event, the importance of our overallnational interests strongly suggests the need for AID/IDCA
to consult with USDA in making planning and programing
decisions, particularly on such aspects as comunodity
availabilities and prices.

We believe that freeing the program, to the greatest
extent possible, from the constraints of the domestic
surplus situation and the commodity availability limitation
would help achieve title II humanitarian and developmental
ob,'ctives, and i; a change that should at least be
considered.

Responsibility for reporting

The 1954 Fublic Law 480 act established a requirement
for an annual report to the Congress by the President on allPublic Law 480 activities. By executive order, the President
delegated this responsibility to the Secretary of Agriculture
and this same requirement continues today. In our opinion,however, the annual report on Public Law 480 activities doesnot contain an adequate exposition of progress AID has oeen
making, or the problems it faces in achieving the pro-
gram's humanitarian and developmental objectives. It does
not discuss, for example, tne nutritional or developmental
impact of title II programs, and there is little indication
of AID success, or the problems involved, in identifying
or reaching the neediest people, particularly the rural
areas.

We think the Congress should have more in-depth
reporting on title II. The foreign assistance legislation
of 1977 will strengthen reporting by requiring a 5-year
cross-section evaluation of the development effects of
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selected projects under titles II and III. However, even

this change will not provide the Congress with current
assessments of how well IDCA/' n is carrying out such

day-to-day responsibilities.

We believe that the repucting requirement, along with

the appropr iation and commodity and procurement control,

should be assigned to IDCA/AI9 for two additional reasons.
First, it should increase AID's sense of responsibility
for, and identity with, titles II and III. Second, it
should provide the Congress with a more direct means of
holding IDCA/AID responsible for its performance in admin-
istering these programs.

CONCLUSIONS

Although the Congress has changed the title II food
donation program over the years from a domestic surplus dis-

posal program to a humanitaria' and developmental foreign
aid program, there has not be i: a comparable shift in the

assignments of authority, responsibility, and functions
within the executive branch for this program.

AID has been delegated primary responsibility for
administering title II and has taken the lead in initiating

title III activities. However, the interagency review struc-
ture, which has been recast essentially unchanged under the

DCC subjects each project proposed by AID to review and

approval by USDA, OMB, and each of the other meLber agencies.
In addition, USDA, not AID, controls the title II appropria-
tion, determines the types and amounts of commodities to be

made available for Public Law 480 programs, controls the pro-

curement of these commodities, and is basically responsible
for preparing reports to the Congress on the programs.

This organizational structure is not consistent with

the humanitarian and developmental thrust of titles II and

III today and, in our view, is not conducive to effective or

efficient management, nor to proper accountability and con-
trol.

To normalize the management structure, and bring it

more into line with the primary foreign assistance objectives

of titles II and III, we proposed in our draft report that
the Congress should consider legislation to centr.lize the

key functions for both programs in the administering foreign

assistance agency. We also urged AID, OMB, and USDA, the

principal agencies involved, to get together and make a con-

certed effort to reduce or eliminate some of the jointly
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administered operational and management functions of title II
discussed above which are clearly within the purview of the
foreign aid agency.

AGENCY COMMENTS

The full texts of the agencies' comments are contained
in the appendixes. Although their comments vary, following is
a summary of their main points, together with our evaluation.

Title II

The agencies conceded that there are serious problems
with the title II program, but disagreed that our proposals
for centralizing responsibility for title II in IDCA/AID
would resolve these problems. They stated that:

--Tl e expanded DtC is functioning effectively
and allows AID to take the lead in title I
matters. Moreover, the DCC system is con-
sistent with the strong role proposed for
IDCA.

-- Assigning budgetary responsibility to AID would
eliminate the continuous availability of agri-
cultural commodities through the CCC.

-- Pressures from producer and processor groups to
ship their particular products will continue no
matter where title II is administered.

-- Shifting legislative/budgetary responsibility
to AID would create opportunities for program
trade-off with other AID activities. However,
the minimum annual tonnage and maximum utiliza-
tion of American volag requirements sharply
limit such potential and together with the
volags' independent nature as private
organizations with their own objectives--are
the cause of title II being treated as a
separate program by AID.

--AID is already accountable to the Congress for
title II. The Senate Agriculture Committee and,
in the House Agriculture and Foreign Affairs
Committees share jurisdiction, and AID already
provides all the title II input for the annual
report to the Congress on Public Law 480 activi-
ties.
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OUR EVALUATION

In general, we see little in the agencies' comments to
warrant changing our views. The expanded DCC, for example,
is said to be working well. Yet the DCC is essentially a
more formal version of the former Public Law 480 inter-
agency staff committee, with still another layer of review
added and the administration's own task force study concluded
that that Committee and its processes were too cumbersome,
complex, and time consuming, and have resulted in fragmented
responsibility and a lack of accountability. Moreover, AID
and OMB both acknowledge that the current system could be
simplified and streamlined.

Although AID is said to have lead responsibility in this
system, we cannot agree that a system which gives several
other agencies veto power over the size and commodity and
dollar composition of its budget, and over country and
-indi4i a al -_ra toeallocat-ions-with-in- that budget, can-
reasonably be said to accord AID lead responsibility for
the title II program. As for 'he IDCA role, it is evident
that the President's reorganization has effected only rela-
tively limited improvements in the authority and instruments
available to the development coordinator. Rather, we believe
that IDCA should be viewed as an initial step toward improved
development coordination and that continued efforts should
be made to strengthen and change that structure.

Nor do we agree that AID, or any other executive branch
agency, is fully accountable to the Congress for the title II
program. The title II program is funded as part of the USDA
appropriation. Although the agencies noted that the House
Foreign Affairs Committee has made substantial contributions
toward improving the program, it is equally true that title II
is not being reviewed by tie other committees of the Congress
normally concerned with foreign assistance programs--the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee and the foreign affairs subcommit-
tees of the House and Senate Appropriations Committees. Thus,
important congressional oversight is lacking, and moving the
appropriation to AID would not only put title II on a normal
footing, as other government programs are, it would permit
much better congressional review and cross-comp.risons of the
program with other AID programs. In our view, such oversight
would promote greater achievement of the program's legislated
objectives, and it would also offer the opportunity to consider
program tradeoffs, notwithstanding the existence of the mini-
mum tonnage and volag utilization requirements. Further, we
believe that it would force AID officials at all levels to be
more concerned with just how title II food is programed and
utilized, and just how it fits into our foreign assistance
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programs. The reporting requirements would undoubtedly be
strengthened ii title II were included in the AID foreign
assistance appropriations.

As concernL the agencies' comments regarding potential
administrative problems, if AID were given responsibility
for commodity selection and procurement, we agree that AIDshould consult closely with USDA and volags on commodity
needs, and we equally agree that USDA should handle the
actual procurements. Indeed, we share OMB concerns about
the cost-effectiveness of the title II program and believe
that if AID were fully responsible for commodity selection,
and directing the purchase of commodities using AID appro-
priations, this should help to promote a sense of cost
consciousness on AID's part. Maintaining the continuous
stream of commodities for the program such as the use of
the CCC revolving fund now permits, is a mechanical
question that need not be an impediment but that can be
worked out on a reimbursable or other appropriate basis.And although the agencies maintain;that pre ure from
commodity producers and processers would continue, we
tend to believe that shifting the title II appropr:ntion
to the foreign assistance area might help to reduce unwar-
ranted pressures and, notwithstanding USDA's comment, might
even help generate additional support for the foreign aid
program, rather than resulting in cuts in that budget, as
USDA suggests.

In sum, although transferring full responsibility for
the title II program to IDCA/AID would inevitable, result
in a number o£ problems and accommodations that would need
to be worked out, we would generally view the benefits as
certainly outweighing the effort needed to make these
changes and, in the longer run, it is the poor and malnour-
ished people of the developing world who shoulf reap the
real benefits involved.

Title III

AID stated that it would not be appropriate for it to
comment on our proposal since extensive consideration had
been given to alternative interagency relationships during
the recent reorganization efforts and the President specifi-
cally decided not to alter the current DCC system. The
other agencies, however, specifically disagreed with our
proposal. They also cited the President's decision, and
added that the DCC system allows State and USDA to preserve
what they view as their "significant interests" in title III.
They made two other comments:
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-- Since title III is so new, any decision to revise
its budgetary or decisionmaking processes should
be deferred until the executive branch has gained
more experience with it; and, since title III is
financed from and is an integral part of the title I
program, splitting them could result in two compet-
ing programs, with conflicting decisions and inef-
fective management.

OUR EVALUATION

As we stated earlier, we do not fully agree with the
results of the President's plan for reorganizing our foreign
assistance programs, and feel that it is not broad-based
enough to yield the kind of improvements in planning and
administration that a broader reorganization should have
made possible. Therefore, that decision need not be deemed
irrevocable. Beyond that, however, we believe the other
commen Ofheaqncciti -aso warrant -ntspection.
Although they maintain that title III should not be split
out because it is financed out of and is an integral part of
title I, the legislation for the two programs makes clear
they have differing objectives. Title I is sales and market
development oriented, although recent amendments to the
legislation are also giving it a greater humanitarian and
developmental orientation. Title III, however, is clearly
a development program. Therefore, we see no bar to split-
ting it from title I, nor can we agree with the agencies
that doing so need result in competing programs. As for
the financing, if title III is to be administered as a
development program, then in our opinion it, like title II,
should also be funded as part of AID's appropriation.

We have not reviewed the title III program or the
decisionmaking processes for it in depth, and are therefore
not making any formal recommendations on it at this time.
However, we do not agree with the agencies that it is pre-
mature to consider centralizing responsibility and authority
for title III in AID/IDCA. Indeed, to a great extent, which
agency administers a program will determine how that program
is administered. The legislation for title III indicates
that it is to operate as a forgiveness of title I loan pay-
ments proceeds in exchange for a developing country's agree-
ment to make available equivalent amounts of monies for
mutually agreed development projects. Under that concept
we tend to believe that the planning and administration of
the development projects need not be tied to the original
title I loans. We further believe that if those development
projects are to have maximum impact, they should be planned
and administered by our foreign assistance agency, IDCA/AID,
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as an integral part of our foreign assistance program. Inthis way, they will have the best chance for success andfor assisting in the development process of the beneficiarycountries.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Congress enact legislation thatwould transfer to IDCA/AID responsibility and authority for(1) the title II program, including the appropriation, (2)determining title II commodity selection and procurement,in consultation with USDA, and (3) reporting the resultsof the food donation program to the Congress.

BETTER TARGETING OF FOOD IS NEEDED. THESE HEALTHY LOOKING,WELL-DRESSED SCHOOL CHILDREN IN SRI LANKAS CAPITAL RECEIVETITLE II FOOD WHILE THEIR POORER COUNTERPARTS ON RURAL TEAESTATES GO HUNGRY. DETAILS ON PP. 23 - 26.
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CHAPTER 3

CHANGES NEEDED IN PLANNING, PROGRAMING,

AND IMPLEMENTATION OF TITLE II

To achieve the basic human needs and New Directions
objectives of aiding the poorer countries and the poorest
people, there is a need for AID to restructure the way
food assistance is allocated, programed, and delivered within
developing countries. Our review shows that often little
effort is made to identify the neediest people within a
country, particularly in the more rural areas, and that
the food assistance is not used as an integral part of the
overall development program for a recipient country.

Although some progress has been made in channeling
more food to the poorer countries, particularly in Africa,
the lack of a long-range planning system for allocating
and directing more food to the poorer countries has resulted
in much available food going to the same country, area, or
target group year after year, including relatively better off
middle-income countries, instead of reassessing the programs
and reallocating the food to those most in need. More often,
the food donation programs have been allowed to be driven or
limited by transport, storage, and distribution networks
wherein the volags run the programs with a minimum of AID
mission or host government participation. And although our
observations in six countries show that U.S. food is helping
many people, it is not making the kind of development con-
tribution that should be possible--largely because title II
is not yet widely perceived as a development resource by AID,
the volags, or the recipient governments.

MORE FOOD TO POORER COUNTRIES

Essentially, title II is being programed at the country
level. Although this is, to a considerable extent, necessary
and appropriate because of many social and environmental fac-
tors, there is also a strong tendency for a program to become
self-perpetuating and--in the absence of some extraordinary
event--to continue unabated without regard to changes in the
social or economic environment, or changes in AID priorities
or in host countries' needs, or needs elsewhere in the world.
Thus, countries that are relatively more economically advanced
or that have demonstrated an ability to use title II food
assistance tend to continue being large-scale recipients
while poorer or relatively less advanced countries which lack
a track record, or the necessary resources and infrastructure
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to support an expanding title II program, tend to receivelittle of our food.

To illustrate, the ntmber of Latin American nationsreceiving title II food has dropped from 17 in fiscal year1975 to only 10 for fiscal year 1979. Yet, the level of foodprogramed to these fewer countries is as much as title IIfood programed for all of Africa. In fiscal year 1977, Chile,a recognized middle-income country as developing countries go,received title II food valued at about $18 million. As afurther example, in 1976, over 50 percent of title II foodassistance worldwide was concentrated in four countries--India, Morocco, the Philippines, and Tanzania. Althoughthree of the four are recognized poor countries, Moroccois commonly recognized today as a middle-income country, asis Tunisia, another relatively advanced North African nationand longtime tittle II recipient. Morocco received some $17.2million in title II food and was programed to receive $16.0,$13.3, and $9.6 million, respectively, for fiscal years 1977through 1979.

A computer analysis of title II programing furtherdemonstrates that the program is not very responsive to theneeds of the poorest countries. For a period of three fiscalyears--1976-78--we compared the per capita size of each coun-try program with gross national product (GNP), life expectancy,and infant death. So the effects of country populations wouldbe minimized, these poverty indicators were expressed in percapita terms.

We found that there was little correlation between needand the size of the title II country programs. Whereas onecould expect that countries with relatively higher per capitaGNPs and longer life expectancies would have smaller foodassistance programs, such is currently not the case. Regard-ing infant deaths, our statistics show that countries withhigher mortality rates tend to have smaller food assistanceprograms. Although the general trend of the three indicatorsis somewhat favorable, it is quite apparent that considerableroom for improving the focus and targeting of food assistanceexists.

FOCUS ON NEEDY GROUPS

Although the title II program is reaching many peopletoday in the countries we visited, it is also clear thatfood is not reaching the rural areas or the high priority MCH
category as much as it should. Further, whether many of the
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recipients are among these countries' poorest is question-

able. In Tanzania, for example, the goal of the Government's
MCH program, to which the United States contributes title II

food, is to have a dispensary within reach of each rural vil-

lage by 1981; but the Ministry of Health's program director
told us that no analysis has been conducted to determine the

total number of potential title II beneficiaries. In 1976,

participating districts reported some 234,700 "at risk" diag--

nosed children who are potential title II recipients, and

1977 reports from participating districts indicate that the

total number of children eligible for the program could be

double the 1976 figure. He emphasized that his figures

relate only to those children who have actually attended
clinics and that he does not know how many more might be

eligible. In addition, geographic gaps in coverage exist--
some quite large. The Rukwa region in western Tanzania,

ftr example, has only two Government-operated clinics, com-

pared with 1,260 or more clinics for the other 18 regions.

A good survey of needs, therefore, would probably justify

a substantial expansion in the total program level.

CRS policy for its MCH program is to target all children
under 6 years of age on the grounds that a continuing nutri-

tion program to cure and prevent malnutrition is needed.
Established CRS projects tend to be concentrated along

Tanzania's main roads to facilitate transportation. These
projects are also heavily centered in the traditionally

food-surplus southern region around Iringa. Based on their

knowledge of the CRS program and Government plans, AID offi-

cials have suggested a shift in CRS projects to traditionally
food-deficient areas around Dodoma, further north. Because

people in the Iringa rclion appeared to be in better health

and were better dressed, and because food seemed to be more

readily available than in the other regions we visited, we

believe the CRS geographic coverage should be reevaluated.

In Sri Lanka, CARE officials believe 600,000 recipients

is the maximum the MCH program can currently reach through

the existing health system. However, this would mean that
only 450,000 of the approximately 1 million preschool children

and only about 150,000 of the estimated 250,000 moderately and

severely anemic, pregnant women estimated to need nutritional

intervention would be reached.

An analysis we requested indicates that many infants and

preschool children of low-income families in rural areas were

not being reached. For example, only 18 to 22 percent of the

children in rural, low-income families in the districts of

Colombo, Matara, and Kurunegala were estimated to be in the

MCH program. These districts are among the eight districts
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identified in the 1976 report by the Economic and Social Com-
mission for Asia and the Pacific as having a high prevalence
of malnutrition in preschool children.

Notwithstanding the needs in the critical preschool
category, school feeding has been the major CARE program in
Sri Lanka since 1956. Schools in the program were selected
based on a 1973 study of primary school children, using a
height-arm circumference measurement which provided an index
of malnutrition in each school. Over 1.1 million school
children aged 6 to 12 years were surveyed in 8,082 schools,
and approximately 40 percent of the primary school children
had below normal growth measurements. However, the 950,000
program recipients represent about 75 percent of all chil-
dren in grades 1 through 5 (aged 6 to 10 years), and :om-
prise about 7,350 of a total of approximately 9,200 schools.

For the future, the Government plans to admit children
to primary schools beginning at age 5. This would increase
enrollment in grades 1 through 5 considerably above the AID-
approved recipient level of 950,000 children. CARE has sig-
gested that as an alternative, it could feed all children in
grades 1 through 3, except for certain urban schools.

In view of all the factors considered, the mission offi-
cial responsible for title II agreed with us that CARE needs
to better identify target groups for school feeding. He also
believed that, overall, the CARE program may be too large
in view of Sri Lanka's level of social development. It is
important to note that the country's social.programs include
free food and food subsidies, health and education programs,
and other services which have resulted in infant mortality
rates, life expectancy, and literacy rates comparable with
many developed countries. For example, based on the physical
quality of life index 1/ developed by the Overseas De'elop-
ment Council, Sri Lanka ranks relatively high despite low
personal income levels. The American Ambassador, however,
indicated that because of the improved relations between ti.e
two countries, a reduction in the title II program would not
be encouraged even if relevant criteria suggested such action
was appropriate.

Based on our own fieldwork in Sri Lanka, however,
(see ch. 4), we concluded that the school feeding program

l/This measure is based on infant mortality rate, average life
span and literacy rate. Sweden ranks highest with an index
of 100 and Sri Lanka 83. The U.S. has a ranking of 96.
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is overprogramed and should be reassessed, particularly in
favor of expanding the weak preschool MCH program. There
is also a need to improve the targeting of recipients and
schools within the school feeding program so the neediest
children are assisted.

HOW INFRASTRUCTURE AFFECTS THE PROGRAM

Our country results clearly demonstrate that, rather
than true needs or priorities determining the size, geo-

graphic composition, and type of title II program, all too
often volag and host-country infrastructures are key factors
in determining or limiting what the program can do. Correct-
ing this situation will not be easy, and it will take time.

If our food assistance is to be directed toward the greatest
needs of the developing countries, however, tnen AID will
have to begin working now with the volags and host govern-
ments to build up those infrastructures to reach those most

in need of that rood, particularly those in the MCH cate-
gory and the rural areas. It is important to note that in

some cases volag infrastructures are the key determinant
or limitation, while in others the host government organiza-
tion, or purely physical factors--such as storage and trans-
port system inadequacies--are more significant.

TRANSPORT WVEAKNESSES AFFECT DISTRIBUTION TO RURAL POPULATIONS.
THIS RURAL MCH CLIN;IC IN SRI LANKA WAS ONE OF SEVERAL THAT HAD
HAD NO FOOD TO DISTRIBUTE FCR MORE THAN 6 WEEKS.
DETAILS ON PP. 52- 58.
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To illustrate, in Tanzania the weak transport systemwas repeatedly cited to us as a major program limitation.
The limited rail system is overloaded and not reliable
for transporting food to hungry people. Therefore, CRSgot around the problem by relying primarily on commercial
truckers to deliver its food. Our field tests also showed
that while storage at the final distribution points was
generally adequate to handle the small amounts of food
involved, bulk storage conditions in Dar Es Salaam left
much to be desired. Too, the bulk storage problem was notlimited to the port area, because at one area, Dodoma, in
the more northern food deficit area of T&nzania, we were
told that much more storage capacity was needed and thatnotwithstanding the needs of the people in this area, therewas no way that significantly larger volumes of food couldbe handled at present. Yet, despite these limitations andthe greater needs further north, the CRS distribution
infrastructure--schools, clinics, etc.--was heavily estab-lished in the more southerly food surplus area around
Iringa, and CRS was resisting AID Mission and TanzanianGovernment efforts to relocate to these areas of greater
need. Thus, the CRS infrastructure, as well as inadequacies
in the physical storage and transport sectors, are seriouslyaffecting the title II program ability to reach the neediest
people in Tanzania, or to expand.

In Sri Lanka, the infrastructure is again affecting theprogram, but in somewhat different ways. There, the schoolfeeding program has been allowed to grow and the infra-
structure has been built up over the years. As a result,
about 75 percent of all school children in grades 1 to 6 arebeing fed today. At the same time, however, the higher prior-ity preschool programs have not really had the same emphasisor growth and CARE believes fhat the current prospects forexpanding the MCH program in Sri Lanka is limited by the
existing infrastructure. Our own field tests indicate thatthe school feeding program has become overextended and isfeeding a lot of children who really are not that needy andthat, conversely, there are much greater needs in the MCH
sector that are not being met adequately. Moreover, aschapter 4 discusses, we feel that, by comparison, other coun-tries in Africa would be more worthy recipients of some ofthe food now going to Sri Lanka, which has a fairly high
quality of life index and which is relatively more advancedthan a number of other developing countries. Yet, neither
AID nor the volag has taken the necessary steps to phase
down or reorient the program in Sri Lanka and divert some
of this food to higher priority programs and countries.
Thus, the ready availability of the school infrastructureto serve as a distribution outlet for title II food has, to
a large extent, continued to drive the program.
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To an extent, the infrastructure problems in India affectthe program in much the same way as in Sri Lanka. For exam-
ple, program budget request documents state that protein-calorie malnutrition is widespread in India, particularly
among preschool children who account for 17 percent of thepopulation but 40 percent of total deaths. Yet CARE notedthat although the Indian Government would like to emphasizeMCH programs, 1978 increases were only anticipated in threestates because of infrastructure limitations. Conversely,significant increases in school feeding were being justifiedlargely on the basis that the state governments view schoolfeeding as a top priority, even though AID has often noted
that children from the lowest strata often do not attendschool. CRS, which administers a much smaller program than
CARE, similarly noted that leverage to change or redirectprograms has been limited by India's infrastructure, thusresulting in the continued reliance on school feeding systemsthat have been in place for years.

The India program is by far the largest title II pro-gram in the world. Although it obviously would take asubstantial amount of time, effort, and resources to turnthe program around, in the long run, this is what must bedone if it is to more effectively reach the highest prior-
ity groups and areas than at present. The same can besaid for Sri Lanka and the other countries we visited.
Decisions are needed, and the support and cooperation ofthe volags and host governments will be needed, to make
the necessary changes from an expediency-oriented programto one which will maximize assistance to the poorest andhighest priority groups. We believe that an effective andcooperative restructuring of the present system can be
accomplished, with good results.

USE FOOD AS A DEVELOPMENT RESOURCE

The Public Law 480 legislation today seeks to use foodassistance, including title II, not only to combat hunger andmalnutrition, but also to promote economic and community
development in host countries. Although AID is interested indoing this, our review shows that little progress has beenmade in this area. Contributing factors include (1) a lackof emphasis and guidance from AID/Washington for using foodassistance within the overall development process, (2) AIDreluctance to allocate the necessary staff and financial
resources for planning and supporting innovative projects,and (3) the tendency for AID to look upon title II as aprogram planned and administered by volags rather than asan AID development resource.
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The current management structure, under which AID sharesresponsibility for directing and administering food assistanceprograms with other agencies, also Inhibits progress in thisarea. And the fixed nature of some volag organizations alongwith the lack of incentives for the vFlags to reorient theirprograms are further obstacles to integrating food assistancewith development efforts.

The 1975 foreign assistance legislation reemphasized theconcept of tying in title II assistance with other developmentprograms to achieve a development as well as a humanitariancontribution. That legislation guaranteed for tne first timethat a consistent supply of commodities would be made avail-able for the title II program each year. This in turn wasdesigned to permit and encourage the volags and AID to planbroader, more comprehensive programs on a multiyear basis.

AID has made some efforts to promote both multiyear pro-graming of title II food, and greater integration of title IIprojects into AID's overall country development plans andhost government priorities. These efforts have includedprograming guidance to the field, various meetings, seminars,and papers on integration. The degree of interest and effortin doing this has not been consistent, and to date, AID hasachieved only scattered success in its efforts to utilizetitle II as both a humanitarian and a developmental resource.

In the countries visited, we found that basically, AID
missions are not involved enough in planning to ensure adevelopment impact from title II programs. In the DominicanRepublic and Peru, the volags and their local volag counter-parts are basically making program planning decisions, and inIndia, the title II programs are being carried out exclusively
by the volags.

A good example of how to integrate title II into develop-ment projects may be the Government-run MCH program in Tan-zania. Title II food is to be distributed through healthdispensaries to malnourished infants and women in hundredsof new rural villages being established by the Government.The goal is for these villages to become self-sufficient infood production within a few years, with the title II foodbeing used to supplement the diets of only those who actually
need it. The AID Mission and other donors have financedmuch of the basic equipment necessary for these dispensaries.Thus, the AID Mission has demonstrated its willingness to com-bine title II food with AID dollar-funded development projects,a situation that does not often occur.
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AID has not found ways in which title II could be inte-
grated into Sri Lanka and Ghana development programs. The
major portion of title II in Sri Lanka is committed to a
general school feeding program which has been allowed to
expand and regiain at high levels partly because of the ease
in administering this type program. The AID Mission in Ghana
had not considered combining food programs with other projects
to assist national family planning and development of a rural
health system. Title II has been treated as a separate pro-
gram, planned and administered by the volags.

Inadequate guidance and emphasis on program integration
at the Washington level are important reasons why only minimal
progress has been made in integrating title II into AID devel--
opment programs. Part of the problem may be a lack of staff,
knowledge, or technical expertise at the mission level about
planning such programs. Washington officials have offered to
sponsor seminars and are considering sending mobile teams to
assist missions in planning, but AID geographic bureoaus, with
the possible exception of the Africa Bureau, are rot involved
very much in title II matters. They acknowledge, hcwever,
that they should be more involved. FurLher, Bureau officials
say it would be very difficult to integrate title II because
of small mission staffs, volag weakness in planning s',ch
projects, and the need for more resources.

The availability of resources can be a problem. Inte-
grating title II of necessity means that the food commoji-
ties must be combined with other resources. In our view,
then, AID must decide on the level of support cneded and on
its willingness to make funds available from its food and
nutrition budget to fully incorporate title IT into the
Agency's overall development planning and procraming.

AID does make grant funds available to volags fcr
general support and specific project purposes. For example,
development-oriented contractual services through CRS an'l
CARE for fiscal year 1978 exceeded $40 million. We learned,
however, that little use has bean made of these funds for
title II activities. In general, the volags feel that obtain-
ing AID development program grants or operational program
grants is too difficult to make the effort worthwhile. On the
other hand, AID officials feel that the vclaqs are not experi-
enced enough in developing and justifyin 9g proposals for obtain.-
ing and utilizing these orants. This partlcl3ar problem is
not new, and suggests the need for both AID ._tld tne volags to
work together to determine a better system that will provfde
the volags adequate incentives to seek such funds to suuport
development uses of title II.
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In fiscal year 1979 for the first time, AID is allocating$3 million directly in support of country-level title II opera-
tions. This sum is intended as seed money to assist volags indeveloping worthwhile programs and to assist with operationsin such areas as transport and distribution. We believe if
title II is to be used as a development resource, it must be
programed with the other AID appropriations and administered
at the country level by AID missions as part of their overall
development program for host countries.

WHO BEARS THE BURDEN? RATIONS WERE CUT IN HALF ATTHIS MCH CLINIC IN GHANA WHEN THE U.S. SUSPENDED THE
TITLE II PROGRAM DUE TO WIDESPREAD IRREGULARITIES.CLINIC WAS TREATING SERIOUSLY MALNOURISHED INFANTS.
DETAILS ON PP. 62 -64.
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COMMODITIES STILL INFLUENCE PROGRAM

Due to its surplus disposal orientation, title II has
depended heavily on residual commodities to supply its pro-
gram needs. Thus, determining types and quantities of
commodities for the program has caused AID and the volags
problems for years.

Even after the Congress eliminated the surplus require-
ment in 1966 and allowed USDA more flexibility in making
commodities available, sharp increases in U.S. commercial
exports in the early 1970s again resulted in severe cutbacks
in the food available for distribution under title II. The
program never fully recovered these losses, but to guarantee
a food supply, ili 1975 the Congress enacted the requirement
that a minimum 1.3 million metric tons of agricultural com-
modities be distributed annually under the program. The
1977 amendments increased the distribution minimums in grad-
uated amounts to 1.7 million metric tons each year by 1982.

Although the title II program has changed, it continues
today to be subject to undue influence from the commodity
side. Further, we believe that full authority and responsi-
bility for administering the program, including control over
the actual commodity types and amounts, should be vested in
AID, but that AID should consult USDA c¢n its needs and USDA
should actually continue to procure the commodities. The
current influences are different from those of prior years
and arise more from the availability of certain surpluses
and the pressures of the minimum tonnage requirement.

To illustrate, currently rice and nonfat dry milk are
surplus, and USDA would like AID and the volags to utilize
as much of these commodities as possible for the title II
program. AID agreed, but first sought a 5-year guarantee
of availability from USDA, a precondition that we were
told was a "first."

Some volag officials welcomed the return of these two
commodities to the program, citing the nutritional value of
milk in particular and the fact that rice is a staple food
in many poor countries. Other volag officials. however,
noted the serious problems that they have experienced with
milk in the past, including (1) its easy diversion to commer-
cial markets, such as ice cream, (2) the need for proper
equipment and potable water to properly reconstitute milk,
and (3) the fact that milk is too rich for the diets of many
young children and has caused severe diarrhea, particularly
in Africa. They said they planned to resist the reintroduction
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of milk to their program but, because domestic stockswere building up, they felt it was a foregone conclusion
that they would ultimately be forced to use it.

The manner in which these two surplus commodities wereriade availablr. and programed further suggests that, at leastinitially, surplus disposal was more an objective than wasdirecting the food to those who most needed it. Basically,they were offered as "add-ons" or free additions for the fis-
cal year 1978 programs, whose ration levels and commoditymixes had already been approved by AID and the InteragencyStaff Committee. For fiscal year 1979 and beyond, the milkand rice would have to be planned and programed by the volags
as part of their regular title II programs, and it would becharged against the title II country program dollar andcommodity levels. Thus, at least for the first year, thecommodities would tend to just increase the ration level for
ongoing programs, rather than permit expanding title II pro-grams into ne'w areas or countries that were not being
reached by the program.

The minimum tonnage distribution requirement is alsoputting pressure on AID and the volags to distribute more
commodities. For example, India officials recently told thevolags that they would assume responsibility for much of thevolag food-for-work programs. This decision was apparently
designed to use up some of India's existing wheat surpluses,which are becoming huge. As soon as this decision had beenmade, however, AID and the volags programed substantial
increases for MCH and school feeding in India which essen-tially made up for the shortage. This indicated that thedesire to maintain existing worldwide program levels becauseof the minimum tonnage requirement was a strong motivating
force in reprograming. AID officials acknowledged thatwithout the India reprogramings, they could not have metthe legislated minimum.

Although the example is somewhat unusual due to thesize and significance of the India program, in our view itis another illustration of what will likely continue tohappen in the future unless some fundamental changes are madein the way title II is planned, programed, and implemented.The current handling of commodity availability and selectionis poor and continues to cause skepticism among volag and AIDofficials about whether title I: is a humanitarian and devel-opmental assistance program or a surplus disposal program.
This is another reason why the Congress should centralize
responsibility for title II and title III in IDCA/AID.
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CONCLUSIONS

Our review shows that the title II program is not ade-
quately reaching poorer countries or the needier people in
the six countries we visited, particularly rural areas and
the high priority MCH category. Nor is this food assistance
being planned or programed in a way to contribute to the
overall development process in these countries. Instead,
the program is today being driven more by infrastructure
availability or limitations and, to an extent, commodity
availability, than by real needs.

We have concluded that fundamental changes are needed
in the way title II food is planned, programed, and admin-
istered at the country level. We further believe that
AID, and particularly its overseas missions, should become
much more involved in food programing. In our draft report
we proposed that AID strengthen title II by

--requiring that title II be planned and pro-
gramed as an integral part of each country
assistance program;

--establishing a long-range planning and pro-
graming system to direct more food assistance
away from more advanced countries and expand-
ing the program in poorer countries;

--developing better means of identifying where
and who the neediest people are in each coun-
try, focusing our food assistance on them; and

-- working with the volags and host governments
to build the necessary country level infra-
structures that will be required to enable
expanded food assistance programs in the
poorer countries.

It must be recognized that making the above changes
will take time and resources. Equally, we believe that,
to achieve these objectives, AID will not only need full
authority to carry them out, but AID should also be held
fully accountable for achieving results. An AID that con-
trols the program's resources would have that authority,
and this is why we are recommending that the Congress
transfer responsibility for the title II piogram to AID.
(See ch. 2.) We believe that it would provide a clear
signal not only to AID, but to host governments and volags
as well, that title II is an integral part of our foreign
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assistance program, and that it shall be administered to makethe best possible contribution in meeting basic humanitarianand developmental needs of the world's poorest citizens. Webelieve that title II can become this type of program, andthat the potential results would be beneficial.

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION

AID commented that although the principal thrust of
most of our proposals is sound and reasonable, varioussteps to improve the title II program have already begun.Following is a summary of our proposals, AID comments, andour evaluation.

1. That title II be programed as an integral partof each country assistance program.

AID quoted extensively from its fiscal year 1981 budget guid-ance to AID missions which requires them to analyze andjustify how title II relates to or is intecrated with the5-year country development strategy statement. In addition,regional workshops are being held to discuss the use of foodassistance as a development resource, according to AID offi-cials. AID disagreed with our criticisms of the planningfor the India program, stating that the volags should planand administer title II programs, particularly for one thesize of India. AID further disagreed with our report state-ment that increases in the MCH and schoolfeeding programswere attributable to decreases in the food-for-work program,and maintains that this occurred because the Government ofIndia announced that it would assume responsibility forfood-for-work, primarily because of its wheat surplus.

We recognize that the AID Food for Peace Office hasbeen emphasizing integration in its annual budget guid-ance to the field. Indeed, AID had been doing this forseveral years prior to our review, and AID has held otherregional workshops in the past as well. This chapter showsthat the results of these efforts to date have been lessthan successful, however, and that title II programs areonly occasionally being integrated in any meaningful wayinto our broader foreign assistance programs.

We believe that not only the AID Food for Peace Officebut AID officials at all levels--particularly the geographicbureaus and the overseas missions--should be concerned with
title II and should treat it as a part of the AID program.As for program planning, we agree with AID that the volagsshould do the basic planning. Our review, however, showsthat the AID missions have not been involved enough in
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channeling these programs to the poorest countries or the
most needy areas or in working with the volags to develop
title II projects or overall programs that make substan-
tial contributions to the overall U.S. assistance program.
Instead, the volag programs are being allowed to expand
just because infrastructure permits or conversely, they
are left to limp along because adequate transportation, for
example, is not available, and the AID mission is not making
the necessary effort to program title II into its regular
AID dollar-funded program, or support title II with the use
of those monies. This is again a major reason why we believe
AID missions need to become more involved in program planning.
As for India, the facts are that because of the tremendous
size of the program, when the India Government decided to
assume responsibility for food-for-work, the size of the
title II program would have declined substantially. Equally,
worldwide AID would have had substantial difficulty distri-
buting the minimum tonnage required by the legislation had
AID not programed increases either in the other title II
programs in India, or in other countries.

2. That AID establish a long-range planning and
programing system to direct more food away from
more advanced countries and expand it in poorer
countries.

AID stated that it has been successful in doing this,
and cited the following statistics.

--For fiscal year 1979, over two-thirds of
title II food will go to countries with an
annual per capita GNP of $280 or less.

-- Programs in the three middle-income countries
we cited (Chile, Morocco, Tunisia) reached 5.3
million recipients in fiscal year 1969 (about
7 percent of the total), but this has been
reduced to 2.4 million recipients or 4.4 per-
cent of the total for fiscal year 1979.

-- While the Latin American program funding lvels
varied throughout the 1970s, the fiscal year
1980 planning figure is $46 million, and the
programs have been phased out of more advanced
countries in favor of the poorer countries.
Moreover, the $18 million for Chile in 1977
was the high point for that program, the pro-
posed 1980 level is $4 million, and the entire
program is to be phased out in 1982.
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Although the statistics cited by AID do indicate sub-stantial progress in phasing down title II programs in somerelatively more advanced countries, we believe that individ-ual statistics alone are unreliable and that the results ofour review adequately demonstrate the need for longer range,systematic planning of title II food. To illustrate, AIDcites statistics indicating that the Chile, Morocco, andTunisia programs have been phased down considerably, butelsewhere in its comments AID acknowledqes that title IIprograms in the latter two countries were recently reeval-uated with the goal of either redirecting the programs toaccomplish specific nutrition goals or to establish firmphase-over dates. Meanwhile, in fiscal year 1980, Moroccois still scheduled to receive some $10.4 million worth oftitle II food. Although the Chile program is said to bescheduled for phase-over by 1982, AID acknowledges that theLatin American program levels have varied all over the lot,and we have noted that other country program phaseovers havesimilarly been so scheduled, and then delayed, and resched-uled. And, for fiscai year 1980, 15 countries in LatinAmerica, some of them admittedly poor, will receive about$46.2 million worth of title II food, while the $63.6 mil-lion title II programed for Africa--excluding the moreadvanced north African nations like Morocco--will be splitamong 34 countries. Therefore, whether AID will phase downtitle II in relatively more advanced countries like Chile,Morocco, and Tunisia where it has become entrenched, andredirect this food to the poorer countries remains to beseen. Expanding title II programs in Africa, however, willrequire time, and planning, and resources other than foodto build the distribution system. We, therefore, believe
longer-range planning and systematic programing is needed,and that AID needs to integrate title II as much as possi-ble into the planning of our overall AID programs in the
poorer countries.

3. That AID develop better means of identifying
who and where the neediest people are in eachcountry, and focus our food on them.

AID commented that it has developed a worldwide title IIevaluation system to identify the needy and determine programeffectiveness. With four evaluations completed, includingMorocco and Tunisia, and the fifth (India) underway, AID'sgoal is to conduct an in-depth evaluation of all title IIprograms during the next 3 to 5 years. As part of the Indiaevaluation, a statistical sampling technique is being devel-oped and by fiscal year 1981, AID expects to have in placea data collection system that will provide more definitive
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information on program impact and effectiveness. AID furtner
commented that it is also financing a project in three African
countries which will help determine if the food assistance is
getting to the right people.

AID efforts now underway to identify and target title !I
recipients in India, and the three African countries more
precisely, as well as its efforts to refocus or phase-over
the Morocco and Tunisia programs will, we hope, eventually
result in improved country programs that better focus limited
title II resources on the most poor. To yield real results,
these evaluation and surveillance studies will have t.; be
followed, in a number of cases, by difficult decisions. In
any event, we concur in AID initiatives to improve the dis-
tribution and targeting of U.S. food assistance.

4. That AID work with the volags and host govern-
ments to build the necessary country level
infrastructures that will be required to sup-
port expanded food aid programs in the poorer
countries.

AID commented that it has approved a 3-year "Title II
Outreach Project," totaling $9 million, to help the volags
meet the logistical support costs of establishing or expand-
ing feeding programs in rural areas. In fiscal year 1979,
about $3.4 million of this is to be used to finance ware-
house construction, purchase trucks, and hire warehouse
workers in five African and two Latin American countries.
Similar activities are planned for four or five countries
over the life of the project, and AID stated that if addi-
tional resources are made available, more countries can
be reached.

AID further commented that while infrastructure is a
serious problem area, particularly in Africa, substantial
resource inputs would be needed to effect major improve-
ments, and it should be recognized that the infrastructure
problem is a much broader issue that affects national
capabilities, and not just title II. OMB also commented
that it concurs with our position that the title II infra-
structure needs to be strengthened.

As our report demonstrates, infrastructure often is a
serious limitation to program expansion, and, if title II
is to reach more people in these poorer countries, then
resources other than food will be needed to permit it to
expand. Therefore, AID's plan to allocate AID appropriated
funds to support expansion of title II programs is a step
forward.
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We believe however, that, where possible, attempts
should be made to solicit other donor support for such itemsas trucks or construction of warehouses. This has been done,
for example, in the recent massive purchases of trucks by
the European Community for the Ghana emergency food program.
At the time of our fieldwork in Tanzania, we were told that
various donors were considering jointly contributing to &
major warehouse construction program there. In this way,
multidonor pooling of resources may permit much broader
improvements than would obviously be possible through just
one donor's efforts. We also hope that the use of such
separate funding as this Outreach Project, which will pre-
sumably be programed by the AID Food for Peace Office,
will not become a substitute for, or alternative to, inte-
grated planning of title II with AID development programs.
AID has indicated, for example, that the current outreach
project should help support title II logistical systems
in seven countries, and stated that if additional funds
are made available, more countries could be reached. Thus,
it is clear that $9 million, or even double that amount,
is not going to solve the transport and storage problems
in Tanzania or Ghana.

Providing isolated amounts of funding on a one-shot
basis can solve small problems but cannot, in our view, %e
expected to solve major problems. Rather, we believe that
integrating title II into AID's regular development programs
offers much greater potential for solving title II's infra-
structure, as well as other, problems and for promoting pro-
gram expansion. By pursuing a broader, integratediapproach,
much greater amounts of resources, either from AID's foreign
assistance appropriations or from other food-assistance
donors, can be brought to bear on the problems which a.fect
not only title II but all development programs in a partic-
ular country. Conversely, title II food, particularly food-
for-work projects, can be used on projects which help solve
the infrastructure problems, such as, constructing bulk
storage in Tanzania. Strengthening the organization for
title II in the poorer countries will take a concentrated
effort, but we hope that AID will make that effort.

RECOMMENDATIONS

With respect to actions we believe can be initiated at
this time, we recommend that the AID Administrator take the
following steps to improve the title II food donation procgram:

-- require that title II be planned and programed
as an integral part of each country assistance
program;
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-- establish a long-range planning ard programing
system to direct more food assistance toward
poorer countries;

--develop better means of identifying where and
who the neediest people are in each counf -y,
and focus our food on them; and

-- work with the volags and host governments
to build the necessary country-level infra-
structures that will be required to support
expanded food assistance programs in the
poorer countries.
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CHAPTER 4

PROGRAM OPERATIONS IN SIX COUNTRIES--PROBLEMS

IN STORAGE, TRANSPORT, AND DISTRIBUTION

Our review focused on three crucial areas--storage,transport, and distribution--in which all six countries
seemed to have some difficulties. Not surprisingly, thesedifficulties could often be traced to tne problems discussedin chapter 3. We believe these areas could be improved ifIDCA/AID were given full responsibility for the title IIprogram and were encouraged to integrate it with otherAID programs.

STORAGE CONDITIONS AND PROBLEMS

Because of the potential food loss or deterioration dueto insects, dampness, theft, and other factors, storage con-ditions at the country level are important. In fact, becauseof storage problems in the past, the Bellmon amendment wasenacted in August 1977 to ensure that U.S. food is adequatelyprotected.

"No agricultural commodity may be financed orotherwise made available under the authority
of this Act except upon a determination by theSecretary of Agriculture that (1) adequatestorage facilities are available in the recip-ient country at the time of exportation ofthe commodity to prevent the spoilage or waste'of the commodity * * *."

In practice, AID/Washington is asking the overseas mis-sions to verify that adequate storage is available. Althoughthe Bellmon amendment was enacted just prior to our fieldworkthe following results of our inspections o2 title II storageconditions in the six countries we visited between September1977 and January 1978 show that AID, the volags, and WFPshould give increased attention to storage.

Ghana

The program in Ghana illustrates how generally adequatephysical facilities but poor security or control over receipt,storage, issuance, and transport of the food, can result in theloss and diversion of a substantial portion of our food to
unauthorized uses. In Ghana we were able to x sit a varietyof facilities. Whether we were inspecting 6,000 bags of non-fat dried milk in bulk storage at Takoradi port, or 43,000 bags
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of sorghum stored at the Kumasi regional storage center, or

small quantities of food at CRS distribution centers, most

storage facilities were dry, clean, well-ventilated, and food

was properly stacked on pallets. In addition, of the 93 CRS

end-use reports we reviewed, only 4 indicated that storage

was not satisfactory. The most serious problem reported was

that pallets were not used.

Even though the physical condition of the facilities

appeared satisfactory, however, both the title II government-

to-government emergency program and the CRS regular program

in Ghana have suffered because of (1) poor control over

receipt and distribution of food and (2) inadequate monitor-

ing by AID or volags. For example, at the port of Takoradi

numerous people had access to the storage sheds. An AID

contract employee told us that pilferage had been a constant

problem. The workers purposely mishandled or slit the sacks

while onboard the vessels, during unloading, and while trucks

were loaded. In fact, while inspecting the food, we noticed

several partially full bags which appeared to have been delib-

erately slit.

When the title II emergency program began, the AID mis-

sion contracted for three temporary personnel to monitor the

program. Although the AID mission monitored the port and

reported heavy pilferage there, the extent of theft apparently

was not fully recognized until the AID Area Auditor General

audited the program. During this time, the AID mission had

not been monitoring CRS or WFP program operations. Unfortu-

nately, CRS was unknowingly experiencing heavy losses of its

food--both in the port and during transport.

The AID mission had suggested that WFP audit its Ghana

program because of the high probability that it was also

incurring serious losses and diversions. We were told that

the AID mission has periodic meetings with the WFP resident

representative, who has no staff. For the most part, how-

ever, the mission feels they should not get involved with

WFP because of its international character, and several mis-

sion officials also felt that AID regulations were not

certain about how involved the mission should become.

Subsequently, in October 1977, the AID Area Auditor

General for Africa reviewed (1) all shipments from the port

to regional staging points and (2) the food distribution in

three of the fourteen affected districts. His review showed

that 410 metric tons (9,046 bags), or 7 percent, of the title

II food delivered to Ghana was either lost in the port or lost

enroute to the up-country locations. His report also stated

that another 278 tons (6,119 bags) were missing during
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shipment from the regions to the district level. A later AIDaudit showed that high losses had occurred in the CRS program
as well.

As a result of the audits, AID suspended the emergency
program in November 1977, pending government reforms. In
addition. CRS planned to tighten controls and place a perma-nent staff at the port to administer its program. It was
obvious, however, that good program administration should
have included tighter government controls and much more moni-
toring of the port situation by AID and CRS early in the pro-
gram. As concerns WFP's program, we were later informed that
an audit was planned. In our view, AID and volag attention to
daily program operations, and greater attention to WFP's
administration of programs involving U.S. title II food is
needed.

Dominican Republic

The four major food storage facilities are located in
Santo Domi go and are provided by the Government. We believe
the facilities were satisfactory, although we did note that
one volag facility had water leakage which could potentially
damage the food. The facilities appeared to be adequately
guarded and warehouse personnel were available at established
periods to distribute title II food. Storage facilities at
individual project sites were also adequate. The only defi-
ciencies we identified were one instance of food not being
separated from nonfood items and the failure of a regional
warehouse to place food on pallets.

Peru

We iisited ten title II warehouse facilities used by the
Government and two volags. Although the facilities were gen-
erally clean, dry, and well organized, we did note deficien-
cies. Of the ten storage facilities, for example, three were
not storing food on pallets, and damaged or spoiled food had
not been removed from usable commodities at other facilities.
We identified about 1,100 pounds of spoiled title II food pro-
vided to WFP which was also not removed from usable food. In
addition, four storage facilities were not fumigating to com-
bat rats or insect infestation.
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PERU. PORT STORAGE AT LIMA. ALTHOU' H UNDER RCOF, OUTSIDE
STORAGE CONTRIBUTES TO FOOD DETER4ioRATION, AND DAMAGED
COMMODITIES WERE NOT SEGREGATED FROM GOOD FOOD.

We also visited the Port Customs storage facilities at
the Port of Callao. Title II food is stored ir an uncovered
area surrounded by a metal fence with cointrolled entry. We
were informed by the Custom Warehouse Chief and the Assistant
Food for Peace Officer (FFPO) that this uncovered storage
results in commodity deterioration, although the extent of
damage is difficult to det2rmine.

India

Although in general U.S. food was adequately stored at
the locations we visited in India, we did observe some prob-

lems. We also observed other problems associated with storage
involving poor distribution practices and inadequate supplies
of certain title II foods for distribution.

Title IT commodities are unloaded at several ports in
India and as of December 1977, the volays had over 4,000
storage areas in the country. These included 250 CRS consig-
nee warehouses and CARE's district warehouses. In addition,
there were over 3,400 subdistrict or block storage facilities
in the CARE program.

In Madhya Pradesh, we visited two district warehouses
CARE constructed in 1969 which were ultimately turned over to
the Ltate Government. The warehouses were used to store both
title II and other food. Although very little title II food
was in these warehouses at the time of our visit, we noted some

evidence of insects and spoiled food. In our opinion, however,
these facilities appeared to be generally adequa'- for storing
title II foods.
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THE GOOD STORAGE PRACTICE 
AT THIS DISTRICT WAREHOUSE
WERE TYPICAL OF CONDITIONS-
OBSERVED IN INDIA. IE

In Kerala, we visited CARE's central depot, three dis-
trict and four subdistrict storage facilities, and the storage
facilities of five CRS consignees. CARE commodities, trans-
po'rted and stored by the Kerala State Warehousing Corporation,
seE.med reasonably well cared for. The worst problem was
that two storage a-:eas were dirty and had some spoiled food.
Fticilities of the five CRS consignees were fairly adequate for
short-term 3tcrage, bu.t could be viewed as marginal if food
were i;tored for prolonged peri.is. Garages and cellars were
also u.sed in lome Instances main problems included a
storabge area which tij, dirty. <n ding evidence of insects and
damageed and i.mproperly stacV : ood. Another area appeared
to halve redents and a third nod mold on food packages.

.'he Chief of the AID Mission's Program Division told us
that tne I [vdia- Government now has a major program to increase
the volurne and :.j rove the quality of food grain storage facil-
ities throughout .ndia. The storage capacity should increase
by 1984,. for exanp:le, from 5.5 to 11.5 million nmetric tons.
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If this increase occurs, the adequacy and availability of
warehouses should be substantially improved.

Sri Lanka

In our opinion, conditions at the primary storage areas
in Sri Lanka were inadequate. Better monitoring of storage
also seems warranted, but the AID mission had a staff of only
four officers at the time of our review.

CARE normally uses two government-owned warehouses for
storage of title II commodities in the Colombo area--the
Beira Lake Stores warehouses and the Chamblers Granaries.
CARE also uses a privately managed warehouse (Delmege Stores)
for commodities after they are blended. According to a
September 1977 management consultant's report on food and
grain storage practices in Sri Lanka, there were bird and
insect infest;tion problems in varying degrees at these
facilities and at the Colombo Port facilities.

RIRDS WERE PECKING THROUGH THE BAGS AND EA'ING AND CONTAM-
!NATING THE FOOD IN THIS MAJOR TITLE II VWAREHOUSE IN SRI LANKA.
BROKEN BAGS ARE ALSO EASY TARGETS FOR INSECT INFESTATION.
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CARE records indicated that the Government has beennotified of the conditions at Beira Lake Stores and thatactions would be taken to improve conditions, During ourown visits to the facility, we noted that some repairs werein process but birds were still entering the warehousethrough doors left open to provide ventilation. Our visitto the pert wsrehouse showed that

-- CARE and WFP title II food was improperly handled;

-- the warehouse was dirty, and food was not placedon pallets;

-- broken bags of title II food were on the floor;and

-- bird and insect damage was severe, contributing
to further food losses.

Problems such as these indicate a need for increased atten-tion to the -primary storage problem in Sri Lanka.

SOME OF THE MANY BROKEN BAGS AND LOOSE SWEEPINGS THAT WERECREATING SERIOUS INFESTATION PROBLEMS AT THE COLOMBO, SRi LANKA,PORT WAREHOUSE.
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T'anzania

Storage conditions were often inadequate in Tanzania.
In November 1977, for example, we inspected the Dar es Salaam
pcrt facilities for title II food and found that substantial
improvements were needed. The warehouse floors were coated
with mud and paper scraps and the warehouses were accessible
to anyone working at the port. The buildings often housed
numerou,s items besides food. Large amounts of food were also
stored outside, although at the time of our inspection, none
was of U.S. origin.

Some of the bags of food in the port were also damaged.
The FFPO said that this resulted from the use of nets rather
than pallets to offload the ships. He said the nets put
stress on the bags and they break open. In addition to the
damage from nets, bags of food and containers of oil have been
damaged at the port by the workers, according to FFPO and CRS
supervisors. The CRS supervisor stated that past experience
indicates a 10-percent damage rate for U.S.-donated food
caused by rough handling.

%i-~t~
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DAR ES SALAAM, TANZANIA. FOOD WAS USUALLY STACKED MUCH
TOO HIGH IN WAREHOUSES IN TANZANIA.
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In Dar es Salaam, the CRS forwarding agents' warehouseswere adequately large and clean, although in one instancemilk was not properly stacked or placed on pallets. The CRSand Government up-country storage facilities located in thefive regions that we visited were also generally neat, clean,and secure. In a few cases, however, we noticed evidenceof rodent and insect infestation.

A district warehouse we visited in Manyoni which func-tioned as the storage facility for the Singida Diocese wasin less satisfactory condition. The warehouse was crowded,dirty, and disorderly, with food spilled on the floor. Onone stack of food we noticed that rodents had chewed throughseveral bags and that most of the food was not on pallets.The CRS representative with us said he had discussed thepoor storage conditions with the Diocese Director and wasconsidering sending food directly to the Diocese subcentersas a consequence. In addition, at a CRS day-care center wevisited, the food was not stacked properly, and some of itwas insect-infested.

TANZANIA. STORAGE CONDITIONS WERE POOR THROUGHOUT TANZANIA.GOVERNMENT WAREHOUSES WERE DIRTY AND INSECT RIDDEN, AND THOUSANDSOF BAGS WERE OUTSIDE IN HIGH HEAT AND HUMIDITY. HERE, GAO AUDITORINSPECTS SOME OF A 1,000 - CARTON SHIPMENT OF SALAD OIL THAT HAD BEENSTORED OUTSIDE FOR A MONTH.
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We also visited storage facilities for the Government

MCH program. In Dar es Salaam we observed that the Medical
Supply Stores facilities did not have room to store food ship-
ments for the MCH program. The two warehouses we inspected

were full but contained no title II food. Instead, about
1,000 cartons of title II peanut oil had been stored outside
for a month, and some were damaged. Similarly, only two of
four Government MCH centers we visited had U.S. food. Both
centers were clean, well-sec!:redr and the food was neatly
stacked.

Regarding storage for the Government title II emergency
food programs, the FFPO reported to AID/Washington in October
of 1976 that his inspections showed the Tanzanian Government
is properly storing U.S. emergency food donations. However,
our review in November of 1977 at three major locations showed
that this was not always the case. At the Manyoni warehouse
location, for example, about one-third of the approximately
165,000 bags were stored outside, but the food appeared in
good condition and it was covered with tarpaulins and was on
pallets. At Dar es Salaam, however, the U.S. food was stored
outside on the ground under dirty tarpaulins and some of it
was haphazardly stacked. At all three locations, the food
was stacked too high, putting pressure on the bottom bags,
preventing air flow, and causing damage to falling bags.

TANZANIA.

THIS MANYONI DISTRICT
WAREHOUSE WAS DIRTY,
AND RODENTS HAD CHEW-
ED THROUGH SOME Or THE
BAGS.
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LEAST 2 COUNTRIES. HERE GAO AUDITOR POINTS TO ONE OF MANY IN-
FESTED BAGS OF TITLE II FOOD IN BULK STORAGE WAREHOUSE, SRI LANKA.

The Dodoma manager stated he required over 20,000 tonsmore storage space to meet his needs. He said he did notreceive all the U.S. food consigned to him because of in-adequate storage space. During our visit to the Dodoma ware-houses, the outside storage was filled with locally producedfood.

At Dar es Salaam, there were insects flying or crawlingaround the warehouses where food was stored. Generally, air
vents were not screened, allowing easy entrance of insectsand rodents. Most of the warehouses were dirty and obviouslyhad not been cleaned in some time. Food was spilled on thefloor and there was a considerable amount of dirt, dust, andcobwebs. Contaminated food and open bags were stored next togood food, and hundreds of broken bags needed rebagging.

The FFPO made two extensive field trips early in histour. He had not, however, made further inspections in the9 months before our review. He had no one to assist him, andhe noted that he had only been able to devote about 31 per-cent of his time to the title II programs in Tanzania becauseof other duties, including visits to Burundi, Somalia, andMozambique. Volag monitoring was obviously also weak, becausemany feeding centers had not been visited or inspected at all.
Monitoring of WFP projects was almost nonexistent, andWFP also had stoLage problems. The WFP representative toldus that Tanzania receives WFP food for 2 other countriesbesides Tanzania. He and his only assistant had spent mostof their time since his arrival there in January 1977,
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identifying the WFP food in storage and trying to expedite
its movement. He said that although he had reconciled all
shipments since January 1977, he had visited the port with
the FFPO and CRS representatives and they found approximately
5,000 bags of corn-soy-milk consigned to CRS and WFP that
had been in port warehouses for well over a year, unknown
to them. He said this food was unfit for human consumption,
that good food was being mingled with it and becoming ccn-
taminated, and that the FFPO was trying to help him estab-
lish ownership and dispose of it. The food was apparently
intended for other countries and he lacked proper shipping
documents, so he could not establish ownership for WFP. We
believe the above situations illustrate the need for greater
attention to storage and to program monitoring in Tanzania.

TRANSPORT--A SERIOUS PROBLEM

Our review shows that inland transport is a fairly wide-
spread problem and that it is impeding the effectiveness of
title II operations in at least four of the six countries. In-
adequate transport capacity particularly affects the ability
of the volags and host governments to reach the poorer people
in rural areas, and in the critical MCH category which is
AID's top priority. The problem is often caused by an
inadequate number of vehicles. Although the problem can be
remedied to some extent, in some cases, the inadequate road
systems or the inaccessibility of certain areas, particularly
during the rainy season, can be a serious obstacle to the
effective delivery of title II food.

We believe that AID needs to consider ways of increasing
transport capacity, including multidonor solutions. Although
strengthening that capacity will take time and resources, we
believe this is necessary if title II is to expand in the
poorest countries, as contemplated by the legislation.

Ghana

According to mission records and officials' statements,
inadequate transport has always been a problem. When the
emergency in 1977 caused the title II food shipments to
triple, the transportation system proved inadequate. Sev-
eral AID mission trip reports indicate that shortages of
trucks, fuel, and spare parts, in addition to an inadequate
road network hindered distribution to the northern districts.
The scarcity of diesel fuel in the north caused hardships and
competition among the transporters and farmers. The AID Audi-
tor General reported that Government officials in the northern
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region were unable and unwilling to provide vehicles to trans-
port the food commodities from the regional headquarters inTamale to the various districts and villages. As a result,
the needy districts had to hire their own transport.

AID mission field trips indicate numerous instances
of food being delayed or diverted as the following exam-
ples show.

-- In Gambaga, Government officials were unable
to distribute food directly as planned because
of limited transport capability.

-- Tumu mission expected 1,000 sacks of grain and
received only 120.

-- The Catholic mission in Lasra had not received
any emergency food and was using the regular
food provided under the school feeding program
for the emergency.

--Vehicle and fuel shortages and bad roads com-
pounded by rain caused some villages to be
inaccessible.

The international communit, attempted to alleviate thetransport problem in 1977 when the British Government and
the European Economic Community donated trucks for use inGhana. AID mission officials told us, however, that they
really hoped the United States would not get involved withtransportation of the rood. In the case of Ghana, however,
it appears that our food assistance was programed without
adequate consideration of the transportation needs, andthat the Government obviously could not do the job alone.Under these circumstances, we believe that efforts should
have been made earlier to improve transport, and that these
efforts could have been pursued on a multidonor basis, asthe European Economic Community later did with its substan-
tial contribution of trucks.
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FOOD TRANSPORT PROBLEMS SERIOUSLY LIMIT THE TITLE II PROGRAM IN
4 OF 6 COUNTRIES SURVEYED, AND CAUSED THESE PRESCHOOLERS IN INDIA
TO RECEIVE ONLY A MAKESHIFT GRUEL. DETAILS PP. 5 - 57.

Tanzania

Officials we talked with t CRS, the Government's Minis-

try of Health, arid the AID mission generally agreed that the

transportation net ~ork in Tanzania is the major problem with

the title II Lrogram. They said the lack of sufficient rail-

way cars presents the biggest bottleneck in the distribution

system. Further, because the rail system consists of a sin-

gle track, service can be slow, especially to remote regions.

Due to the usual unavailability of rail cars, it took at

least 1-1/2 months for most distribution centers to receive
their wheat shipments and some centers still had not received

food by that time. At certain times of the year, such as

harvest time, the availability of trucks is also especially

limited. Tanzania has mostly unpaved roads making truck trans-

port difficult and sometimes impossible. In addition, because

fuel is expensive, truck transportation is more expensive than

rail.

In Dar es Salaam, as of November 30, 1977, the CRS for-

warding agent's warehouse contained about 2,600 bags of food

which had arrived in August 1977. The forwarding agent said

only one or two rail cars a month are available for making

shipments to main distribution points. The agent also said

a rail car can handle about 550 containers of food (at 50

pounds each). If only rail transport were used, therefore,

the food shipments would require five rail cars and would take

about 3 to 4 months to complete. 'owever, the Dodoma Diocese

feeding project requires at least two rail cars a month to

ship its supplies.
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The CRS coordinator in the Arusha Diocese indicated thathe normally received food 24 hours after a shipment from theport of Tanga, but also stated that food shipments had beendelayed for several weeks due to a shortage of rail cars.
According to the CRS Director in Dar es Salaam, railshipments beyond Dodoma to the Western regions averaged from3 to 6 months in reaching their destinations. Bad roads inthese areas further hampered timely food deliveries.

The Government official responsible for distribution inDar es Salaam for the Government-run MCH program stated thathe needs trucks to solve his distribution problem. TheMinistry had only two trucks at its medical stores facilitywhicn were used solely in Dar es Salaam. Officials inDodona said that the region lacks sufficient transport fordistributing MCH supplies and food because only three vehi-cles are available for reaching 70 MCH clinics.

Various officials in Tanzania told us that distributionfor the ACH program had not been very effective because (1)like CRS, the Ministry of Health faces the same general lackof transportation assets in Far.zania; (2) the Government hasother high priorities and the Ministry of Health lacks theinfluence to get the transportation assets it needs; (3)food supplements are not looked upon very favorably by theGovernment; and (4) the Health Ministry lacks sufficientfinancial resources to distribute the food. Because of thetransport situation, CRS started using commercial freightchannels. CRS, however, has been forced to pass these costson to the ultimate recipients. The charges ranged from 1.5to 5 Tanzanian shillings a month (19 cents to 63 cents) forMCH recipients. At one day care center, participants pay upto 17 Tanzanian shillings ($2.13). Moreover, center officialsexpect charges to increase because transportation costs areincreasing.

Receipt of food by the center is also based on payment.One coordinator said centers have been refused food forinability to pay but that this does not occur often becausecenter personnel usually have the money.

This situation is undoubtedly preventing CRS from reach-ing the poorest people and from expanding its program intomore rural areas. In fact, the CRS Director stated to usthat he cannot reach the more remote areas at all. We alsonoted that in an audit of the program, the AID Area AuditorGeneral for Africa stated his view that title II programobjectives did not intend that recipients pay for food theyreceive. The report recommended that CRS devise a program
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under which recipients would not have to pay the commodity
transportation cost, and stated that if CRS is unable to pay

the cost, the Government should absorb it.

Both CRS and U.S. AID mission officials mentioned that

AID/Washington had a program in the proposal stages to pro-

vide grant assistance for the transportation of title II

donated food. The CRS Director said the CRS African Coordi-

nator had already instructed him to prepare an estimate of
his requirements.

Transport of title II food within host countries is

usually the responsibility of host governmerits. It must

be recognized, however, that some countries either cannot

afford these costs, or have a limited transport system.
Elsewhere in this report we noted that AIP has available

in fiscal year 1979, for the first time, a fund to support
country-level operations. Also, the legislation now permits

limited sales of Public Law 480 food to help improve food

distribution and storage systems. In general, however, we

believe that Tanzania is an outstanding example of the need

for applying and programing food aid toqether with nonfood

resources, to foster a more effective tiLle II program

that can carry out its legislative mandate.

India

Although the system for transporting and distributing

title II food in India varies somewhat depending on the volag

and particular program, the food is basically moved by way of

Government-run transport systems. Because of the size of the

volag programs in India, we obviously could not test more

than a small sample of the transport/distribution network.

Our tests indicated, however, that problems were fairly
widespread in the State of Kerala at the time of our review.

Various CARE officials in Kerala told us that the State

is very poor and that although the title II food was badly

needed, they were having problems keeping enough food in
the pipeline. They attributed the problems partially to

bunching-up of shipments from the United States, which caused

internal warehousing and transport problems. Howev3r, the

primary problem appeared to be the State Government's policy

of only transporting full tru-kloads of food for reasons of
economy.

The officials stated that because the State Government
is very poor, it will only authorize shipments of full truck-

loads of grain or oil from the depot to district or subdis-

trict level. Moreover, once the grain or oil reaches the
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district or subdistrict level, it is not redistributed, for
the same reasons of economy. We were told that this situation
tends to result in the grains being shipped to one end of the
State, and oil to another. As a result, both CARE and CRC
were experiencing a widespread lack of oil. We were told--and
our field visits confirmed--that this was causing disruptions
in the title II programs because some recipients would not eat
the grain when prepared with water.

We noted that some district and subdistrict: storage areas
had no oil in stock. Other areas had large stocks of oil which
had not been distributed because of inadequate grain supplies
to distribute. Still other locations had almost no grain or
oil. For example, one CARE subdistrict warehouse we visited
on January 4, 1978, had almost 700 bags of title II grain on
hand, but no salad oil. We were told that the salad oil
stocks had been exhausted on November 5, 1977, and that the
remaining stock of grain was largely due to the fact that some
headmasters had not been picking up the grain for their schools
because of the lack of oil to prepare it with. Another CARE
warehouse contained 76 cartons of oil (carton=6 U.S. 1-gallon
cans), but only 75 bags of title II blended foods. This ware-
house serves some 55 schools.

Similarly, a CRS warehouse we visited on January 6, 1978,
had 3,000 bags of grain, but had been out of oil for 3 months.
Yet, other CARE and CRS warehouses that we visited in Kerala
had large stocks of grain or oil, or both. For example, one
CRS consignees had about 2,850 bans of title II food and 872
cartons of salad oil, and a CARE central depot had distri-
buted all its grains but had 998 cartons of oil on hand. In
summary, our tests indicate that the transport situation in
the India program warrants greater consideration in the plan-
ning stage and increased monitoring by AID and the volags.

Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka also has experienced some transportation diffi-
culties. The inland transportation system in Sri Lanka con-
sists primarily of roads and railways, but road transport is
favored because of the country's topography and small size--
the maximum length and width of the island are only 270 miles
and 140 miles, respectively. There are about 13,000 miles
of road in Sri Lanka, most of which can be traveled by motor
vehicles. CARE has noted, however, that vehicles are often
difficult to procure.

We learned of some food distribution problems. For exam-
ple, we were told that a shortage of trucks contributed to
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prolonged storage of commodities at the port storage facility,
adding to food losses in fiscal year 1977. During a visit to
a district health unit, for example, we were told that although
sufficient quantities of title II focd were arriving at the
district level, transportation to local clinics and to remote
areas was often not available. In contrast, we learned that
the tea estates have their own trucks and have no difficulty
obtaining enough title II food for their recipients.

Delivering the correct amounts of commodities to the
various schools to support the feeding program has also been
a problem. A Ministry of Education official attributed
these to the following.

1. Numerous regional offices responsible for
distributing food in the school feeding
program had difficulty in communicating
with and receiving feedback from individual
schools on food requirements.

2. Headmasters at each school had difficulty
in estimating feeding requirements because
school attendance fluctuated.

DISTRIBUTION PROBLEMS

Although MCH is AID's top program priority, we found
that MCH programs consistently lacked sufficient food t-
feed their target populations. Rural poor are often not
being adequately reached by the program. Several of the
countries we visited appear to warrant largert title II pro-
grams to meet the needs, yet AID missions have not demon-
strated an interest in programing this food together wit-h
ronfood resources to support transport, storage or program
expansion. In general, the title II programs still contLnue
to focus heavily on food giveaways, rather than seeking new
ways to use this food to help the developmental process
and stimulate self-reliance.
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WEIGHT, I.E!.HT ,, ANJD AGE CI-
7TRIA FOR OET'1LfNtItNIG ELIGI- 
:tLIT'Y FI iVCC pFC V ¥ERE '
OF TEN ,Ni,~ .i=OL .O'N£' O fN -

WAS PF 7

Ta n . : ar ,.

Tn? :i t l4t: 'T food program in Tanzania is having diffi-culty r:acn.irnthe neediest people and areas, and cotld bebetter 9ocruse'L. Our review of CRS center records showed majoreximple~; f fo dedivered to unauthorized recipients. Forexa:mple., zecoarl at the main distribution center for theIr:'ngoi fe: fEhowed that ±7 schools received 170 bags ofw eat, AID an6 CRS, however, ha: not authorized any school
fred'rtil for l:h: diocese.

CRz field reports showed that 22 schools partizipating inthI- school feedrng program in the Tanga Diocese had never beenClu.hcrizid to :o so. Because 21 authorized schools were only
aittendinq nalf days, they were deceiving more food thanrerquirAc and the excess food wa.t sent to the uiiauthorizedschools. CRS subsequently corrected the distribution quanti-ties, The Diocese Coordinator in Dodoma also told us he ship-T,e' 30 bags of w'heat to a food-foe-work project which the
cdcc-Lse stabted. ORS however, had not approved the project.

CRY; field repr{:sentatives also reported that at somecl;irics motlthly rations were not being followed and, thus,
cocipien's wet+ r.ceiving less food than approved. CPSreport. didi not qive any reason for the diminished ration.The reavin gi'wen by one center official was that if the7orrerct ratfon were distributed, the center would run out
of food.
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One CRS official indicated that centers which cannot
afford transportation costs sometimes request food for only
some of the attendees they expect to participate in the
program, then distribute food to all participants at reduced
ration levels.

We also learned that because of an administrative error,
CRS in Tanzania had failed to request part of its annual allo-
cation from the United States. Thus, the combination of a
less-than-full annual allocation and the centers' practices of
feeding more recipients than were authorized caused many reci-
pients to be fed less than their authorized rations.

At the Government MCH centers, established policy was
being followed. Food was distributed only to children and
mothers that had been clinically diagnosed as "at risk,"
although most were borderline underweight cases. As at the
CRS centers, the recipients we observed receiving title II
food generally looked to be healthy. The clinics also pro-
vided nutrition instruction to mothers as well as birth
control-innstr-uctions -and contraceptives to mothers with
eight or more children.

Center administrators told us that the title II food
assistance was supplementing the diets of people who could
not otherwise obtain the nutrition they needed. We noted,
however; that title II food was not distributed to MCHdistricts on the basis of the number of eligible recipients.
The MCH distribution official stated that the available quan-
tity of food was simply divided equally among all districts.
He said that until the Ministry completed -s study of identi-
fying the most needy areas, there was no other way to distri-
bute the food.
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FOOD OFTEN DOES NOT REACH AUTHORIZED RECIPIENTS. THIS VILLAGEIN DROUGHT-STRICKEN NORTHERN GHANA RECEIVED NO U.S. EMERGENCYFOOD BECAUSE OF A DISPUTE WITH LOCAL OFFICIALS. YET FOOD WASROUTINELY DISTRIBUTED TO GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES. DETAILS PP. 62-64.
Our visits to three Govermwient MCH clinics in the Dodomaregion, including a hospital and two dispensaries, at leastpartially showed the effects of this policy. No food wasavailable at the two dispensaries. Regional medical officersand clinic officials said no food had been available sinceAugust 1977. Nineteen severely malnourished children wereconfined to the children's ward which had only 20 bags offood. According to officials, the region has had shortages

of food even for the severely underweight. One official esti-mated that the region received only 25 percent of its needs.

The WFP resident representative in Tanzania was alsoconcerned over the Goverrnment's ability to administer a large
day-care center program that WFP plans to take over fromUNICEF. The program is intended to feed about 150 children
of 3 to 6 years in 7,000 to 9,000 villages. The representa-tive noted that the administering Tanzanian ministry had onlytwo or three people to administer the overall program, and
that each region and district usually has one person to han-dle the program in addition to other duties. He also statedthat he could not adequately administer the program with his
staff, nor did he feel the Government staff could do it.

Concerning the drought relief program in 1977, we learnedthat approximately 900,000 people in only seven of twentyregions received food. Over 775,000 of the recipients werein Dodoma and Singida. According to the Government's District
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Development Director in the Manyoni region, he received suffi-
cient food in fiscal year 1975 to provide for all famine-
stricken people in his district, but he did not have accurate
figures for 1977 since they had not been totaled. According
to him, each director determines which villages h-ve been
affected by drought during the year. Each village prepares
a list of people who need food which is verified at vil-
lage, division, and district levels. However, the FFPO
noted that district officials have sometimes tended to declare
an entire district needy rather than carefully screening
applications. In the future, therefore, the Government will
have a special team evaluate village and district applications
for relief.

Based on our tests, we believe that the title II program
could be better focused on the neediest areas. Notwithstand-
ing transport and other problems, we also believe Tanzania
is a country where the title II program could be expanded.
To permit this expansion, AID is going to have to work with
the volags and Government to improve program effectiveness.

Ghana

Ghana is another poor country that has recently suffered
severe food shortages. A drought in northern Ghana resulted
in a title II emergency program. Yet, despite the severe
needs, much of the title II food did not reach the intended
target groups in Ghana during 1977.

The AID Area Auditor Gereral's audit report on the
emergency relief program, released in October 1977, concluded
the following.

--Thirty-three percent of the food distributed was
either unaccounted for or distributed in a manner
not sanctioned by AID.

-- The Government did not provide adequate financial
and administrative resources to properly imple-
ment the program.

--The Government did not follow the agreed-to dis-
tribution priorities to nursing mothers, school-
age children, and disabled, so much food went to
lower priority groups.

-- Food was routinely distributed to Government
employees.
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AID monitors for the emergency program reported that CRS
distribution centers were also distributing large quantities
of food to low priority groups. In t-e village of Wa, for
example, over 800 bags of sorghurm (roughly 40 percent of the
available food) was distributed to civil servants and workers,
and in the city of Bolgatanga, roughly 30 percent was distri-
buted to persons outside the normal distribution channels.
Further, there were some reports that officials in charge of
emergency distribution did not equitably distribute food.
When we visited Balungu, the chief told us that the village
received no emergency food because of a tax dispute between
the village and regional Government officials. The Government
subsequently conducted an investigation, confirming the cor-
ruption in the program and resulting in the removal of four
senior-level officials. Several lower-level Government
employees were imprisoned.

Of equal significance, however, is the fact that
because of these same irregularities, the United States sus-
pended further food deliveries under the emergency program
as of August 1977, and finally terminated the program
in early November 1977. Unfortunately, the termination of
the program could be expected to affect some of those most
in need. For example, the medical doctor at a Government
MCH clinic told us that he had been notified in August that
there would be no further food deliveries for the rest of
the year. As a result, he cut recipients' rations in half,
and otherwis- restricted distribution in order to stretch
his remaining food. He felt it would work a serious hard-
ship for those who were used to receiving full rations and
we noted that the hospital was treating a number of mal-
nourished children.

Documentation relating to d stribution problems was quitelimited for the regular CRS program because AID did not moni-
tor this program to aay extent. However, CRS end-use check
reports indicate that ineligible people were receiving food.
They also reported some cases of theft at the centers.

As in Tan7ania, CRS personnel at feeding centers told us
they expand the program as quickly as resources allow because
so many preschool children need food. All preschool children
brought to the center are served regardless of individual cir-
cuomstances. On the other hand, officials at several centers
told us mothers are not included in their MCH projects
because only the children a-e considered needy. This policy
is contrary to AID policy for the title II program.

We concluded that Ghana has many hungry people and needs
much more food assistance. Moreover, the termination of the
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title II program, although certainly justified in view
of the widespread diversions and other irregularities that
occurred, could only further contribute to the already gen-
erally poor condition of the people. In our view, a better
case might have been made for continuing the program on at
least a selected basis and fcr strengthening management con-
trols and monitoring, to ensure that the food would reach
the targeted groups.

India

Our field tests show that some distribution problems have
occurred in the title II program in India. The primary prob-
lem has been attributed to a lack of sufficient resources to
finance transport, which resulted in maldistribution of
title II food in the warehouse system. Thus, some warehouses
had excess stocks of grains to distribute, but little nr no
edible oil. Other warehouses had tremendous stocks of edible
oil but little or no grain for distribution, and still others
were almost completely out of oil and grains.

For example, at one location the assistant education
offices told us that of the 55 schools serviced by one empty
warehouse, six schools had stopped feeding because of a lack
of food, and that several more would also soon have to cease
operating. At one of two preschool feeding projects we
visited in Kerala, serving 70 children and 14 mothers, food
was not being distributed at the time of our visit. The
preschool center teacher told us that there had been no food
for 2 weeks. The other preschool project had no oil but was
continuing to prepare corn-soy-milk as a gruel. We were told
that the children and mothers did not care as much for the
gruel, but ate it because they were hungry. A headmaster at
a school told us that the food was much more acceptable to
recipients if prepared with even 25 percent of the normal
amount of oil, rather than as a gruel.

An AID mission review of title II operations in Punjab
during August and early September 1977 indicated that food
supply interruptions were also experienced at certain
projects. The AID evaluator observed that one Government
primary school serving over 500 children had exhausted the
stocks of title II commodities and feeding programs had stop-
pud. The evaluator noted that commodities were being with-
held for another school feeding program serving over 3,000
children because of a delay in health certification by port
of Bombay officials. We noted several similar instances
during our field trips.
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Although the sheer physical size of the program is aserious obstacle to comprehensive monitoring, we believe thatcurrent monitoring systems need improvement. The CARE pro-gram is so extensive, for example, that the primary monitor-ing device is the recipient status report received from eachstate, district, and in .vidual feeding center. CARE requiresthat any deviation below 95 percent or above 105 percent oftargeted feeding goals, or significant changes in inventories,be explained in writing by each distributing organization orarea. However, these reports involve a 4-month data collec-tion and assimilation period, and thus the data base is largelyout of date for some decisionmaking, such as correcting inven-tory imbalances among warehouses. Improvements in the mtai-toring system could only improve the overall operation of thetitle II program in India.

Sri Lanka

We observed a number of problems associated with the dis-tribution phase in Sri Lanka during our field trips. In ourview, some of these problems relate directly to the way _nwhich the school feeding program has been allowed to grow andto continue without any reassessment of (1) how great SriLanka's food needs really are, (2) geographic needs withinSri Lanka, and (3) MCH needs as opposed to school feeding.

For example, although the MCH program is expected toexpand at a rate of 50,000 recipients each year to 1981, CAREbelieves that by that date, less than half (about 450,000) ofthe 1,000,000 preschool children and about 150,000 of the250,000 pregnant women needing nutritional intervention couldbe reached under the current health system. During our ownfield trips to the Kandy region, one of the poorer yet access-ible rural areas of Sri Lanka, we were told that some of theclinics in that area had not had any title II food to distri-bute for as long as 6 weeks. A lack of transportation resour-ces allocated to the Ministry of Health was stated to be thereason.

In contrast, two tea estates located in the same areahad their own trucks and therefore no problems getting theirfood delivered but cited other distribution problems. Theydescribed the workers and families as very poor, and one man-ager told us that because of the general lack of food and poorliving conditions on his estate, there are many malnourishedchildren, young women, and even elderly people. Constantdisease is also a problem. He observed that many of thesepeople are not eligible for the feeding programs. Moreover,at both estates, the MCH program assistants told us that asignificant proportion (estimated at about 25 percent) of the
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children did not gain weight as a result of participation in
the program, indicating that they are not getting the food
intended for them. In fact, at one estate the MCH ass4 stant
told us that because of these indications he has often in-
spected the food in the workers' shacks and found that it
was consumed at a much higher rate than the approved ration,
but that because of the extreme poverty of the workers and
families, it is difficult for the family to restrict distri-
bution to only the eligible children. Similar concerns were
voiced by medical personnel at a district health clinic we
visited.

MONITORING OF THE TITLE II PROGRAM IN SRI LANKA WAS GENERALLY
WEAK. AS THE RAISED FINGERS SHOW, THESE STUDENTS WERE STILL
RECEIVING 6 SMALL BISCUITS PER DAY INSTEAD OF THE 8 PER DAY
AUTHORIZED 11 MONTHS EARLIER.

As still another illustration of the general distribution
problem, the managers also noted that because the estates are
independent entities, they are not permitted to supply food
for a nearby village. Instead, we were told that pregnant
village women have to walk an estimated 8 miles up the
mountain and across the tea estate to another town to receive
their MCH rations. The managers noted that this is a diffi-
cult walk, since tea estates are built generally at 2,500 it.
altitude and higher.
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Delivering the right amounts of commodities to the vari-ous schools to support the feeding program has been a problem.A Ministry of Education official attributed this to communica-tion problems and fluctuating attendance levels. Our ownvisits to two schools located in the heart of the capital city,Colombo, in mid-November 1977 confirm the communications prob-lem. There, we observed that the children were being fed onlysix of the small fortified biscuits, instead of the eight-biscuit ration authorized the previous January. The headmas-ters were not aware of the ration change and said they wouldbegin ordering at the eight-biscuit level. However, mostchildren at both schools were fairly well dressed and, at oneschool, many had -oney to purchase ice cream from a passingvendor.

We believe that the school feeding program has been over-extended and that better targeting to poorer areas is neededboth for MCH and school feeding. We noted that CARE hasadvised the Government that existing logistics would not sup-port a larger school feeding program, and CARE has suggestedinstead that the younger grades be fed and older grades bedropped. However, contrary to CARE's position, in November1977, WFP headquarters announced that it had agreed to pro-vide 6,000 tons of milk powder a year for the school feedingprogram. CARE has opposed reintroducing milk into the schoolfeeding program on the grounds that it is unfamiliar to andrejected by many poorer children, and that reconstitutingthe milk may cause health problems because of the generallypoor quality of the water in Sri Lanka. We learned that theWFP agreement was a surprise to WFP representatives in SriLanka and, in view of the already tremendous scope of theschool feeding program in Sri Lanka, we believe it question-able whether there are not better uses elsewhere for thisfood.

CONCLUSIONS

We have concluded that, overall, the title II programdoes help a lot of needy people in the six countries wevisited. At the same time, however, it is also clear thata substantial amount of title II food is reaching neitherthe needier people in these countries nor those for who.nit was targeted, especially the rural poor. To some extent,poor programing is the cause, but often problems in storage,transportation, and distribution are the immediate causes ofthe difficulties.

To strengthen the title II program's ability to effec-tively achieve its congressional mandate, several substantialchanges are needed. Most of these changes and our proposed
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recommendations are discussed elsewhere in the report. We
believe, however, that AID missions will have to take a more
active role in programing and in administering the program.
AID missions, together with AID geographic bureaus, will have
to integrate the title II program into their regular AID pro-
graming and work with the volags and host governments to
strengthen transport, storage, and distribution at the coun-
try level. Finally, improved monitoring is also needed to
ensure that programs remain on track.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20623

AUDITOR GENERAL

May 24, 1979

Mr. J. K. Fasick, Director
International Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
441 C Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Fasick:

Thank you for providing the GAO draft report "The Overseas FoodDonation Program - An Assessment" for review and comment. The
responsible Agency offices have reviewed closely the GAO's findingsand recommendations. As there are many significant issues involved,it has taken longer to develop and coordinate tre Agency's commentsthan the 30 days you allowed. We hope the comments herewith pro-vided will be of use to you and your staff in preparing the finalreport. We believe they indicate the need for some revisions.

If we can be of any further assistance in this matter, please callupon us.

Sincerely vours,

Herber ngton

Enclosure
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AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Comments on the GAO Draft Report

"The Overseas Food Donation Program--An Assessment"

This statement is in response to the findings and recom-
mendations contained in the General Accolunting Office
Draft Report, The Overseas Food Donation Program -- An
Assessment, dated March 30, 1979.

Legislative Recommendations

The draft report contains the following legislative
recommendations:

That the Congress enact legislation that would
transfer to the foreign aid agency responsi-
bility and authority (1) for the Title II
program. including the appropriation, (2) for
determining Title II commodity selection and
procurement in consultation with USDA, (3) for
the Title III food for development program,
and (4) for reporting to the Congress on the
results of the food donation and the food for
development programs

GAO Recommendation (1)

The recommendation that responsibility and authority for
Title II, including the appropriation, be transferred to
A.I.D. is based upon the belief that this would result in
greater flexibility for A.I.D. in allocating program re-
sources, better accountability to the Congress, and more
effective budgetary control over the program. The GAO
also suggests that new interagency relationships be
established by administrative action to make the program-
ing process more efficient.

Appropriation and Budget Control

So far as Title II appropriation is concerned, the Execu-
tive Branch must request sufficient funds to cover the
minimum tonnage requirements established by the Congress.
While the legislation does not preclude a higher figure --
indeed the legislative history is clear that the minimum
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should not be regarded as a maximum -- the drive toreduce the budget deficit which seems likely to con-tinue for the foreseeable future, practically rulesout the possibility of a budget request which wouldprovide much more than the minimum unless therewere extremely large disaster relief requirements.
Moreover, the Congress now establishes annual maxi-mum net outlays separately for Titles I and II eachyear. The statements in the draft report withreference to the flexibility formerly provided inthe legislation to use CCC's borrowing authority ifappropriations fall short of needs no longer obtains.
GAO suggests that transferring the Title IIappropriation to A.I.D. would provide an opportunityto analyze the cost effectiveness of Title II vis-a-vis other A.I.D. programs. It is difficult tofollow this line of reasoning in view of the factthat a minimum tonnage requirement exists forTitle II which cannot be waived unless the totalamount of food made available for P.L. 480 fallsbelow the minimum. Conversely, the fact that theTitle II appropriation covering the cost of food andtransportation is made to USDA has not deterredA.I.D. from providing some funds to enhance theeffectiveness of the Title II program.

In short, we do not believe that anything would begained by transferring the Title II appropriation toA.I.D. Indeed it could cause time-consumingadministrative problems, since USDA procures Title IIcommodities and in some cases arranges ocean trans-portation.

Allocations

As a general matter, A.I.D. believes -- and the GAOreport itself acknowledges -- that it has the clearlead responsibility in making decisions with respectto the allocation of Title II resources among countries.Additional procedures under consideration may furtherclarify and simplify the decision-making process.
On a specific point, it is inaccurate to imply that Lhedecision to reduce Title II procurement in 1973-74 was
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made solely by USDA without reference to other agencies.
The Secretary of Agriculture is responsible for de-
termining that commodities made available for P.L. 480
will not reduce supplies below the amount needed for
domestic consumption, adequate carryover and anticipated
dollar sales. USDA held extensive consultations in
1973 and 7, with the agencies normally concerned with
P.L. /r 11 as the CEA and other domestic

g '~ ?d with prices and inflation, in order
.o . 480 availabilities. Title II was

gzs->. ~:ity -- in fact Title II shipments
declined n Title I. Since then, the legisla-
tion has L ended to authorize the Secretary of
Agriculture in tit.e of scarcity to make some part of
the sup-' s available to carry out urgent humanitarian
F- Aosd ' 1 the Act. The legislative history makes it

v -- -i . ,, made available under thie provision
must oe chal. ..ed through Title II. Since food has
been in abundant supply since then, it has not been
necessary for the Secretary to invoke this authority
but there is no reason to doubt that he would do so if
the need arose. In fact, the U.S. has made a commit-
ment in connection with the negotiation of the Food Aia
Convention that we will make not less than 4.47 arillion
tons of food aid (cereals) available annually.

Accountability to Congress

As far as accountability to the Congress is concerned,
the GAO report does not take cognizance of che fact
that responsibility for P.L. 480 is divided between
the House Foreign Affairs Committee and the House
Agricultural Committee. In the Senate, P.?. 480 is
under the aegis of the Agricultural Committee. The
HFAC has ample opportunity to examine A-I.D.'s role in
P.L. 480, including Title II and, in fact, in the last
two years the foreign assistance legislation has
included several amendments to P.L. 480. A.I.D. also
appears before the Senate Agricultural Committee with
respect to P.L. 480 operations and legislation.

Interagency Relationships

The President's decision to establish IDCA did not
include any change in the administration of Title II.
A.I.D. is in fact responsible for Title II by delegation
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of a.tithority from the State Department. However, thees;ab:i.shment of iDCA provides an opportunity tore:atssess the i.rt:ag -acy decision-making proceduresfor the Tit;l.e Llt program A.I.D. is prepared topi-opose simplified procedures for consideration by theDCC Food Aid Subcommittee. It would not be necessaryto legislate such procedural changes -- these could beagreaed upon withini the Executive Branch.

GAO R.ecormnerdation (2)

The recommendation that A.I.D. determine commodityselectic,: and pr(curement for Title II in consultationwi1th USDA wou.ld not result in any meaningful change.We agree with GAO's strong emphasis on the need foronnsultation with USDA. This is particularly importantin the case of emergency needs. USDA is frequently ableto identifyv the availability of needed commodities atpo::t and, if necessary, helps to arrange diversions ofships at sea. Consideration should be given to whethercommodities in which the USC has already invested underthe price suppo'' program con be used effectively inthe donation program. USDA has not insisted that thesecommodities be used exclusively, nor would A.I.D. agreeto do so. The voluntary agencies have not been forcedto accept milk or rice in lieu of blended and fortifiedfoods requi:red for nutritionally targeted programs.Finally, since both GAO and A.I.D. agree that USDAshould continue to procure, it would be unreasonable toexpect that USDA would not continue to exercise judgmentin rejecting bids if prices were out of line.

GAO Recommendation _

The. GAO recommends that authority and responsibility forthe Tit!e III food for development program be trans-ferred to the foieign aid agency. During his recentconsideration of the IDCA reorganization, the Presidentreviewed alternative interagency ar-angements for hand-ling this program and concluded Lhat the currentdistribution of responsibilities was satisfactory andthat no changes should be made at this time. It is,tL.refore, inappropriate for A.I.D. to comment onalternative organization proposals.
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GAO Recommendation (4)

With reference to reporting to Congress, A.I.D. con-
tributes material on Title II :o USDA which is
responsible for submitting the annual report on
P.L. 480 to the Congress. The Office of Management
and Budget is endeavoring to reduce the number of
reports required by the Congress, primarily because
such reports impact on workforce requirements.
However, if the Congress desires more complete report-
ing on the Title II program, A.I.D. will. of course,
comply.

Administrative Recommendations

GAO also recommends that the A.I.D. Administrator
take several steps (enumerated below) to improve the
Title II food donation programs. The principal
thrust of most of these recommendations is sound and
reasonable. Unfortunately, however, they were based
on interviews and information gathered as much as a
year and a half ago. A.T.D. hed already undertaken
various steps to improve the Title II donation program
and a good deal more has been accomplished in the in-
terim. Comments on each of the recommendations follow,
including some related to specific country situations.

GAO Recommendation (1)

Require that Title II be planned and programmed as an
integral part of each country assistance program.

Comment: A.I.D. instructions to the field are
consistent with thi recommendation. Guidance
to the Missions for the FY 1981 Annual Budget
Submicsior which will be prepared in accordance
with the zero-based budget technique (i.e.
ranking of projects and programs within each
decision package) states:

"Your recommendation in this document on
the size of future P.L. 480 programs
will be part of the overall review process.
It must be consistent with your justifi-
cation of these program levels in your
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response to tl,e worldwide guidance on theintegration of P.L. 480 to total U.S.
assistance which is being sent separately."

The follow-up instruction requires the missions toanalyze how P.L. 480 imports, including Title II,relate to or are integrated with the Country
Development Strategy Statement (CDSS) basic humanneeds strategy. The relevant excerpt from theinstruction is attached.

The instructions for the CDSS which covers a five-year planning period also included some guidanceon P.L. 480 which is quoted below. This is the7irst year the missions were required to submit aCDSS and it is expected that the submissions willimprove steadily over time.

"In this section the Mission will also dealwith P.L. 480 food requirements for thefive-year planning period. To ascertainprobable P.L. 480 requirements in light ofother donor and commercial inputs, theanalysis starts with a determination offood supplies required to meet end stabilize(during periods of rising food prices)consumer demand, and foe those with inade-quate income, to supply grain directly tothe poor and destitute as required. In-country food reserves may also be needed tostrengthen both functions. To anticipatethe food needs of growing populations, and
to prod developmental efforts to increaseagricultural irowth rates, projections andconditions of future food aid requirements
should be included in this analysis."

CDSS's submitted by A.I.D. missions in Peru andBolivia provide excellent examples of integratingTitle II assistan;ce into the country developmentprograms.

GAO cites the fact that in India Title II programsare carried out exclusively by the voluntary
agencies as an illustration of its contention that"A.I.D. missions are not involved enough in theplanning stage to ensure a development impact fromTitle II programs."
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We believe that it is to our advantage to have the
voluntary agencies plan and administer the programs
because of their established relationships W;ith an
array of "grass-roots" Indian institutions, their
relative size, and the magnitude of the India
Title II effort (some 200,000 sub-projects). The
A.I.D. Mission is responsible for reviewing and
recommending approval of proposed programs, and
for monitoring operations.

It should also be noted that the Title II legislation
requires that over 80 percent of the minimum tonnage
be channeled through the voluntary agencies and WFP.
Most of the remaining tonnage must be reserved for
emergency or other unforeseen needs.

We do not agree with the assertions that increases
in the MCH and school feeding programs in India were
attributed to decreases in the food for work program.
ihis occurred because the Government of India
announced it would assume the total food require-
ments fo. food for work activities. India's wheat
surplus is the major reason that it is supplying
foodgrains for these activities. For years, CARE
has been developing Indian capabilities to assume
control of these activities.

A noteworthy example of using Title II as an
important element of a country assistar.:e program
are two multiyear projects in India involving one
U.S. voluntary organization (the Cooperative
League of the U.S.A. -- CLUSA) and two indigenous
Indian institutions (the National Cooperative
Development Corporation (NCLC) and the (National
Dairy Development Board - NDDB). These projects
are designed to assist in developing, upgrading
and capitalizing the oilseeds cooperative network
in India. Moreover, the Mission is exploring
various other mechanisms that will further
integrate Title II efforts into the total program.

Finally, A.I.D.'s Office of Food for Peace conducted
a regional workshop in Abidjan in September, 1978
to discuss the use of food aid as a resource.
Similar workshops will be held in Africa and Latin
America in 1979.
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GAO Recommendation (2)

Establish a long-range planning and programming systemto direct more food aid away from more advancedcountries and expand the program in poorer countries.

Comment: A.I.D. has been successful in expandingprograms in poorer countries. The GAO reportincludes statistical data on numbers and cate-
gories of recipients for FYs 1969 only throughFY 76 and the transitional quarter. Data for
FY 1979 indicate that over two-thirds of Title IIfood donations will go to countries with an annualper capita GNP of $280 or less.

The GAO report states that the maternal and childhealth (MCH) category has remained fairly constantbecween FY 1969 and FY 1976. In terms of thenumber of recipients, the MCH category grew from9.2 ntillion in 1969 to 14.2 million in 1976. In
FY 1979, this category has increased to 15.3million recipients or 29 percent of the totalTitle II program, compared to 12 percent in FY 1959.The reallocation of Title II resources to the cate-gory has almost tripled.

An attempt is being made to restrict the use of theMCH category to those activities which are truly
health/nutrition oriented. For example,about900,000 preschoolers in day-care type centers shouldbe categorized as pre-school feeding. While thisactivity is reaching a vulnerable group, it is notproviding a complete health nutrition service tomothers and children. Our goal is to provide moreservices at the MCH centers. This is an area whereother funds are needed to improve the health of the
recipient

The GAO report refers to three "relatively betteroff middle income countries" -- Chile, Morocco, and
Tunisia. In FY 1969, Title II food donations forthese three countries reached 5.3 million recipients--slightly over 7 percent of the total recipients.The F" 1979 programs for these countries have been
reduced to 2.4 million recipients ot 4.4 percent ofthe total.
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Following are specific comments with reference to
Latin America and India:

With regard to reprogramming food away from
more advanced countries and expanding
programs in poorer nations, the assessment
indicates that, while in Latin America in
recent years Title II recipients have been
reduced from 27 countries to 10, the over-
all funding level remains about the same.
In fact, funding levels have varied
throughout the 1970s, ranging from $117
million in 1970 to $40 million ir 1974 to
a level of $84 million in 1976. (The
planning level for 1980 is $46 million
(these figures include the World Food Program
funding). The point to be made is that the
food assistance programs in Latin America
have been shifting from the more advanced
countries to poorer ones. During the last
decade we have ended programs in Colombia,
Brazil, Uruguay, Niceragua. Costa Rica and
a small program in Venezuela.

At the same time, we have expanded programs
in poorer countries such as Haiti, Bolivia
and Honduras while also providing food as
needed for countries with emergency situations
or with severe economic problems. Examples of
the latter are Guatemala, Guyana and Peru. To
make their point that relatively advanced
countries are receiving assistance, the GAO
refers to a large ($18 million) program in
Chile in 1977. in fact 1377 was the high point
for this program (1970 was $7 million and 1975
was only $4.6 million). The proposed 1980
level is $4 million and the entire program is
scheduled for phaseout in 1982.

On pages 35-37 of the draft report, the author2
used such "measures of need" as per capita GNP,
life expectancy, and infant mortality as indices
that mi-ht be used in targeting P.L. 480
Tit'e programs to the poorer countries. We
note taat, using such measures, India's share of
P.L. 480 Title II commodities should increase.
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GAO Recommendation (3):

Develop better means of identifying where and who the
neediest people are in each country, and focus our food
on them.

Comment:

A worldwide Title II evaluation system Las been
developed to identify the needy and determine
program effectiveness. It is our goal to con-
duct an in-depth evaluation of all Title II
programs during the next three to five years.
Four evaluations have already been conducted
with the fifth, the India program, currently
underway. Programs in two middle income countries
-- Morocco and Tunisia -- have been evaluated
with the goal of either redirecting the progralms
to accomplish specific nutrition goals or
establishing firm phase-over dates.

As part of the India evaluation, a survey
technique is being developed to statistically
identify the Title II recipients through a
random sampling technique. By FY 1981, we
expect to have a data collection system in place
that will provide AID/Washington and the Mission
with more definitive information on impact and
effectiveness.

A.I.D. is financing a Growth Surveillance System
project in three countries in Africa (Ghana,
Tanzania and Lesotho) which, among other things,
will help determine if the food aid is getting
to the right people. The system will identify
the underweight (malnourished) child by family,
village and geographic region. These data when
completed will indicate food problem area and
give the CRS and the USAID a basis for making
program decisions.
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GAO Recommendation (4):

Work with the voluntary agencies and host governments
to build up the necessary country level infrastructures
that will be required to support expanded food aid
programs in the poorer countries.

Comment:

A.I.D. has approved a three-year "Title II
Outreach Project," totaling $9 million to
help voluntary agencies meet logistical
support costs of establishing or expanding
feeding programs for needy people in rural
areas. For example, in 1979 A.I.D. will
provide $3.4 million to finance warehouse
construction, purchase trucks, and hire ware-
house workers in five African countries and
two Latin American countries. Similar
activities will be undertaken in four or
five countries over the life of the Outreach
Project and if additional resources are made
available, more countries can be reached.
It must be recognized, however, that major
improvements in LDC transport and other
infrastructure would require a substantial
input of external aid. In other words, the
infrastructure problem is a much broader
issue than Title II. The following comment
with reference to Africa is a case in point.

A.I.D.'s experience in Africa confirms that
infrastructure is one of the great constraints
in effectively implementing food aid programs.
However, considering that a) Africa has 18 of
the 28 RLDCs; b) several of the poorest
countries are landlocked which further com -

pounds logistics problems; c) transport
facilities and energy usually involve import
items which are costly to very limited budget
resources; d) storage and handling facilities
are inadequate for total national uses, not
just imported food items; and e) natural
disasters have required disproportionately
large food imports and have unduly taxed
administrative and management capabilities.
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The GAO Report includes a lengthy section on storageconditions and problems. In some cases -- e.g.Ghana -- corrective action has already been taken inthe countries reviewed. In other cases we areasking the A.I.D. missions to give us a fresh readingof the situation and to take any appropriate follow-up action.

A.I.D. has long recogrized the importance of properfood storage and handling. Regional storage seminarshave been held in Senegal, Honduras, Egypt and Indiaduring the past three years and the fifth seminar willbe held in Kenya in June, 1979. An in-country storageseminar was also held in Hail. Representacives ofthe voluntary agencies and WFP, host goverrnment person-nel, and A.I.D. employees have attended t'-ese meetings.A technical staff provides information on proper ware-housing techniques, fumigation, rodent control andcommodity management. The purpose of these seminarsis to train the participants who will in turn trainlocal people in each country.
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Excerpt from FY 1981 Annual Budget Submission -
Supplemental Guidance on PL 480 Programs

1. P.L. 480 Narrative

Missions are requested to provide caref' ;onsideration
and treatment of P.L. 480 needs in the LBS. The ABS
should include a brief narrative statement that covers
the following points:

A. How P.L. 480 input3 (Title I, II and III) relate
or are integrated into the CDSS basis human needs
strategy and the specific humanitarian needs or
development efforts or constraints P.L. 480
resources will address (inclu4ing use of generated
local currency and impact of self-help measuies
principally under T'itle I/III. Indicate (1)
whether the P.L. 480 inputs relate to specific
humanitarian nutritional deficiency problems,
support of equitable growth efforts, short term
balance of payment, etc., and (2) the type of
assistance required to support the effort
(Title I/III or II or a mix).

B. Inricate the country's ability co feed its people,
the magnitude of its basic food deficit (grains
and oil) over the next 5 years, hasic indices of
nutritional gaps, and how the recommended PL. 480
inputs (specify Title I/III and/or II) help to
meet these needs.

C. Assess the priority accorded by the country itself
to meeting these gaps, and their basic strategy
and timetable for moving toward self-reliance in
food and more equitable consumption policies.

D. Note in particular, whether there are dibtribution
(including storage) and/or marketing constraints
which need to be addressed to improve or expand the
distribution of P.L. 480 food aid (e.g. which lend
themselves to self-help measures for Title I/III,
or outreach grants for Title II).

E. Provide the rationale for any major changes (increases,
decreases or new programs) in P.L. 480 assistance.

If the Mission's CDSS already includes information on any of
the above, the Mission need not repeat it in the ABS. but may
s!t ply note the page reference of the CDSS.
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k O~ a. United Stores Deportment of Agriculture
Office of the Generol Soles Manoger

sa,1 a Wshington D C 20250

May 9, 1979
Mr. Henry Eschwege, Director
Community and Economic Development Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Eschwege:

This is in reply to your letter of March 30, 1979, requesting the Departmentof Agriculture's comments on the GAO Report, "The Overseas Food DonationProgram--An Assessment." We appreciate the opportunity to comment onthis Report. We share your concern that the programs authorized by theAgricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954 be effectivelycarried out. In fact, many observations and suggestions included in thisReport were also contained in a Special Task Force Report on P.L. 480transmitted by the Department to Congress last year.
With specific reference to the recommendations contained in Chapter 2,page 34, the Department does not agree that the transfer by legislativeaction of all authority for Titles II and III of P.L. 480 to the Agencyfor International Development would accomplish the objectives identifiedby the Report or would be beneficial to the overall objectives of theA.S. Government.

In the case of Title III, the Rport offers little discussion and noanalysis to support its recommendation. In fact, we would suggest theReport not address Title III. While fully supportive of efforts toenhance the development impact of all P.L. 480 programs, we feel this isthe objective of the entire U.S. Goernment, not just one agency. In fact,in the specific areas of rural and agricultural development the Departmentof Agriculture can and does make a major contribution. It is, of course,a greater repository of agricultural knowledge than any other federalagency. In the specific case of Title III, which is an integral part ofTitle I, we strongly support corinuing the joint efforts by AID and USDAto implement this authority.

The Report does not recognize that Title III is an integral part of TitleI--it is a forgiveness friture of the concessional sales program. It isnot a Title II donations program providing for direct feeding. Duringrecent Executive Brancd reorganization decisions, extensive considerationwas given to where responsibility for Title III should reside. ThePresident decided not to alter the currently functioning Joint responsibilityby AID and USDA. In fact, this sharing of responsibility reflects therealit'es of the relationship of litle I and Title III. It may be usefulfor GAO to review the reorganization material provided Congress beforefinalizing this Report.

One of the primary justifications of the GAO recommendation to transferTitie II authority ant: appropriations to AID is to remove commodity
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pressures from the Title II program. While the Department has encouraged

appropriate use of commn(dities held by the U.S. Government in the 
Commodity

Credit Corporation, most pressures to use specific commodities come 
from

outside the Executive Branch and will not be affected by how responsibility

for Title II is established. In fact, the USDA with its broader domestic
constituency i, probably better able to respond to such pressure than

AID, which has little domestic constituency.

Also we would suggest that such legislative actions vis-a-vis Titles II

and III would subject the program to Congressional reductions as have

been made frequently in the past in foreign assistance budgets. We

would note that in the past the Congressional agricultural interests have

not been receptive to changes in P.L. 480 responsibility. Also, the

Report fails to note that in the House of Representatives both the

Agriculture and Foreign Affairs Committees have jurisdiction over P.L.

480. Therefore, in fact, AID is already responsible to Congress for P.L.

480.

It should be understood that Title II budgets in terms of quantities 
and

types of commodities are developed jointly by USDA and AID staff. 
Such

jointly developed biJdgets are then reviewed by OMB, as are other budgets.

The President makes final decisions and it is his budget that is submitted

to Congress. We do not think the recommendations in the Report in this

area would make any improvement in the current system.

With specific reference to the recommendation in Chapter 2, page 34, 
that

AID report to Congress on the results of Title II and III programs, we

fail to perceive any significant improvement that would result from this.

At p-esent AID provides to USDA all the Title II material included in the

Annual Report on P.L. 480. Also, as stated above, AID is responsible for

providing the House Foreign Affairs Committee appropriate informatico 
on

P.L. 480. The addition of another reporting requirement does not

seem productive.

While the specific recommendations (page 54, Chapter 3) to improve the

integration of Title II donation programs with ot'er AID programs are

constructive, the scope and depth of analysis in the report on 
this aspect

do not appear extensive. In fact, the Report is more of a survey. The

Report does highlight a major constraint--in-country infrastructure--on
Title II programs. However, we note that in the Report improving the

infrastructure is coulched not in the broader contexts of rural, agricul-

tural, or economic development but only in terms of food aid distribution.

While appreciating that distribution of donated food is one of the primary

concerns of the Report, food aid issues must be viewed in the broader

context of overall development objectives.

It should be noted that the need to integrate Title II programs with

other developmental assistance has been recognized by the agencies

responsible for Title II. In fact, AID, with the concurrence and 
support

of USDA and OMB, is taking actions to accomplish this objective.
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In view of the length and somewhat cursory nature of this Report, we willnot attempt to make any more specific comments. We would be glad toprovide such comments to GAO informally if appropriate.
However, in closirg, I would like to raise a question about a generalthought reflected throughout the Report. This is the assumption that thesame resource can accomplish both economic development objectives andfeeding of the neediest people in the poorest countries. Perhaps it istime to make a real analysis of these dual objectives to determine howthey overlap and if it is possible to accomplish both with the sameresource. I would also like to point out that this Report focuses ononly one problem as if it functions in isolation. In fact there are manydevelopment and humanitarian efforts in developing countries and allshould be considered when approaching a given country.
Sincerely,

y Har ,
General es Manager
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, ~, EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

· ', ,;, WASHINGTON. DC. 205n3

MAY z 2 1979

Mr. Allen R. Voss
Director
General Government Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Voss:

This is in response to your request for comments on the draft report
entitled The Overseas Food Donation Program, An Assessment. While we
have real reservations aDout many of the specific recommendations which
the report makes, vie wish to indicate at the outset our agrLLIne-r with
the objectives and targets set fc.-th in Chapter 3. SDecifically, we
believe that among the main objectives of Title II should be greater
integration with the overall U.S. assistance effort. We further agree
that the program sheu!d be increasingly targeted on the poorer people of
the poorer countries ar.d that host government infrastructure shoulL be
bolstered to support nutrition activities.

The targets you cite have in fact been among Zhe maij joals of the
program for a number of years, ar.1 .he thrust of OMB s participation in
the interagency program review process has been to help assure steady
progress toward them. While each of the objectives requires a periodic
review of its continuing validity, of its relative importance, and of its
application in specific country situations, we believe that in the near
term such review will not materially alter the current priorities.

With regard to program implementation, we believe that the report
understates the substantial overall progress toward achieving the
specified objectives. We understand that AID will address this aspect of
the findings in some detail. We would restrict ourselves here to the
suggestion that the final GAO report compare with some base year, say
1970, the composition by recipient category, by country, and by type of
commodity, the program proposed for 198d. We believe that such a
comparison will indeed show prog ess.

We would note that progress has not always heer. as rapid or as extensive
as OMB, AID and USDA would desire. Nevertheless, we believe that this is
due in part to significant constraints on the program overseas including
those difficulties of conducting operations in very poor countries which
the report describes.
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With regard to the legislative and nrgantzational recommendations, we do
not agree with the GAC proposal. Both for the sake of si,,plicity andbecause of their d fferent legislative and budgetary treatment, this
letter will discuss Titles II and III separately. Clearly, however, they
are rFot so easily compartmentalized, and a good field mission, when
contemplating the use of food aid, should ask which of the three PL 480
Titles -- I, II, or III -- promises to be most effective in that
particular country.

Title II

To address first the field aspects of the program, the draft report
stress two particular Title II program failings. The first, and more
important, is that Title II has "been treated by AID as a separate
program" with the result that the voluntary agencies t:equently "run theprograms with a minimum of AID Mission or host government participation."
The second failing is that U.S. commodity considerations continue to
distort the programning process. To solve these, the report recommends
legisl3tion transferring to AID or its successor agency full Title II
responsibility, including that for appropriations. It further recommends
that AID be fully responsible for commodity selection and procurement.
The intent of the recommendations is to make AID more accountable for the
program and thereby improve implementation in the areas cited. We
believe that AID currently has very substantial authority and
accountability for Title II. Executive Order No. 10900, as amended, has
assigned the major functions of Title II to the State Department which in
turn has reoelegated them to AID. Given this assignment of authority, wedo not believe that the current legislative and organizational
arrangements inhibit AID in integrating Title I! with its own programs
under Lhe Foreign Assistance Act (FAA) nor do they detract from the
effort to target food aid discussed above.

It may also be argued that shifting full legislative responsibility for
Title I! to AID would create opportunities for program trade-offs with
other AID activities. Two aspects of t program sharply limit trade-off
potential:

- the mandatory total minimum annual tonnage set for the program and
sub-minimum which places the bulk of the total under the
management of the U.S. voluntary agencies; and

- the nature of the voluntary agencies as private organizations with
their own objectives which do not always precisely coincide with
those of Title II.

We believe that the "separation" of Title II from other AID activities is
due to these factors far more than to legislative divisions of
authority.

With regard to commodity considerations, we agree witti GAO that pressures
to ship specific connodities under Title II can diminish the
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effectiveness of the program in the field. Over the years, OMB has
attempted to eliminate or diminish such distortions. Nevertheless,
producer and processor croups will continue to seek favorable treatment
for their particular products regardless of the program's organizational
location. We believe that USDA, with its expert knowledge of domestic
commodity problems and programs, has in recent years been relatively
effective in helping to limit commodity-based programming difficulties.
USDA's informed judgments on appropriate procurement prices are
particularly important to maintaining a cost-effective program.

In sum, while domestic commodity management arrangements should not be
the driving force behind the Title II program, neither should progradiling
decisions be made in ignorance or disregard of domestic circumstances.
On balance, we do not believe that there is currently a strong argument
on commodity grounds for shifting legislative authority for Title I! to
AiD.

We would also note that the question of altering the current legislative
and coordination arrangements was examined during the recent Executive
Branch study of foreign aid organizational arrangements, which led to the
reorganization plan now before Congress. This study determined that the
current interagency mdnage-,rent system would be consistent with the strong
policy and budgetary role to be carried out by the proposed International
Development Cooperation Administration.

In the absence of any legislative changes, GAO's comments on the
interagency coordination process become particularly pertinent. We would
note at the outset that PL 480 Working Group approval of individual Title
Ii programs, characterized somewhat inconsistently as both perfunctory
and counter-productive, has been terminated as the -eport suggested it
should be. We fully agree that the Subcommittee and Working Group should
focus on broad policy issues. We hope that a specific agenda of these
issues will be adopted soon for study over time.

We continue to believe, however, that there is a need for a system to
,eview country programs in light of stated policies such as is now
undertaken by the Title II subcommittee. The tentative nature of some
program proposals and lack of full infornmation on others at the time of
the formal fall budget review a year before the beginning of program
implementation, forces conditional judgments on some programs and may
raise policy issues which should not be preemptively resolved then.
Thus, a second look, during the following spring, coincident with
cooperating sponsor submission of annual requirements estimates is aimed
at improving programming.

Such a review need not call for more information or more complex
presentation than AID ;,:ill continue to require to establish the Title II
operating budget. Moreover, it need not involve detailed study of
individual programs except in the case of significant departures from
earlier budget plans or where important policy questions are raised.
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We believe that on the whol,, where OIB has sought delay in a doc.sion orrequested Information, it has reflected a concern whether propuscdprograms were consistent with broad policies. As noted above, the issueswe have raised have focussod on achieving th* goals and targets ,htc! GAC'ihas identified as imoortant. Our view is that USDA participation hasgenerally been along the same lines. Nevertheless, in response to GAO'srecot.nendLtion, we believe that the review process can be streafnlliedfurther taking into account continuing ielrovements in nanager,lent andautomation of data which AID is ti.plementing.

Title III

With regard to Title III, we would note that the rech-endations do notappear to reflect detailed GAO study of either te prograiamtng process orthe individual programs. Given the newness of the program., ExecutiveBranch experience is also limited. Based on an analysis of the firstseveral years of ftrplterentation, ho:ever, an explicit decision des riadein the context of the foreign aid reorganizatlon study not to alter ht.current legislative and interagency progrartilng arrangements.

This decision gave ,ieavy etiphasis to the fact that Title III is, in fact,a varignt on the 'itle I prgram. Giving AID full control would requirebreakihg this linkage and also r.novinq fr.r, the Secretary of Ajriculturehis current authority under section 401 of the 'ct to deter:tine countryand conr-odity eltgibility. The result could well be two comletin,programs with potential for duplication and conflict. It would sem Vrorelogical to transfer both Titles I and III to AID control but this uouldcontradict the multipurpose nature of Title I and applears to be precludedby congressional sentniment.

Thank you for the opportunity to coir.,ent on the draft report.

Sincerely,

(5icnd) Ed Strait

Edward P. Str6it, Acting
Deputy Associadte Director
for International Affairscc:

Official File - ECON Branch
Mr. Jayne
Mr. Sanders
Al Brown
Mr. Zangla

IAD/ECON: RGreenstei n :mt 5/18/79
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

May 2, 1979

Mr. J. Kenneth Fasick
Director
International Division
U. S. Geaeral Accounting Office
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Fasick:

. am replying to yc,;r letter March 30, 1979,
which forwarded copies of the draft report: "The Overseas
rood Donation Program--An Assessment."

The enclosed comments on this report were pre-
pared by the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Inter-
national Reaources and Food Policy in the Bureau of
Economic and Busines3 Affairs.

We appreciate having had the opportunity to review
and comment on the draft report. If I may be of further
assistance, I trust you will let me know.

Sincerely,

Roq& B. Feldman
Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Budget and Finance

Enclosure:
As stated
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GAC DRAFT REPORT: "THE OVERSEAS FOOD DONATION PROGRAM--
AN ASSESSMENT"

I am pleased to comment for the Department of State onthe draft GAO report to Congress on the "Overseas FoodDonation Program". I will comment first on its implicationson Title II of PL 480, then touch on the Title III recommen-dations.

Our experience with the planning and execution ofthe grant food assistance programs (Title Ii) leads us sobelieve that shifting control over the Title II budgetfrom the Department of Agriculture (USDA) to the Agencyfor Ynternational Development (AID) would not resolve thevery real problems described in the study. The new decision-making format of the Development Coordinating Committee(DCC) has functioned effectively and allows AID to take thelead in determining how the budget resources available canbest he used to reet the humanitarian and developmentalgoals of Title II. AID also takes the lead overseas in theexecution of the program, especially in the cases of go,,rnment-to-government assistance. The shifting of budgetary respon-sibility, however, would remove an important positiveelement in the current arrangement, namely, the continuousavailability of agricultural commodities for Title IIprograms through the Commodity Credit Corporation. We alsodo not feel that shifting the budgetary responsibility wouldreduce the role of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)in Title II decisions.

A further concern with the GAO study is its treatmentof the Food for Development Prograin (Title III). Wedisagree with the recommendation that AID should be givenfull responsibility and control over Title IIl. Fundsfor Title III come from the litle I budget and splittingauthority over the budget could lead to conflicting decisionsand ineffective management. The Departments of State andAgriculture, as well as AID, have significant interests inTitle III, and the current interagency system permits themto safeguard those interests. In fact, as in the case ofTitle II, AID already takes the lead in the planning,development and evaluation of Title III programs due to theAgency's resources and experience.
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Title III is a relatively recent addition to PL 480
and has had only limited application to date. The management
of the existing and planned Title III proarams is under
continuous review by the agencies primarily concerned, AID,
USDA and the Departmient of State. Thus, we believe it would
be preferable to reserve judgment on the efficacy of the
budgetary and decision-making processes relating to Title III
until more experience has been acquired with the program.

Michael Calingaert
Deputy Assistant Secretary

International Resources and Food Policy

(471500)
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